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ASSOCIATION IS
CONFIDENT THAT
IT WILL HOLD

OUT

Local Salesman Anticipates
Rig Deliveries Here After
First of New Year. and Approach of Spring Gives Promise of Victory in Market.

PADUCAH. KY., TI-IURSDAY EVENING,DECEMBER 19, 1907

n.
TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Gunboat Paducah Will Reach New BOUNKRY LINES 'Plan Business Men to Guaranty
ART COLLECTION
Orleans December 30, Ready To FOR NEW SCHOOLS
Safety of Tobacco Stored Here
RUINED BY BLAZE
Receive Her Silver Service. MUST BE SETTLED
To Big Insurance Companies. LATE LAST NIGHT
It is Probable That She Will Franklin and Jefferson Build- People in Other Sections. who BURTON RETURNS
400 MINERS ARE
31cFadden's Studio and PaduAscend to Cairo For Cere- ings Will Be Affected by Do Not Understand Local
Dental Parlors Wrecked
BELIEVED TO BE mony—ls Now at Havana, Laying Out Two New Dis- Conditions. Do city Injust- AS CHAIRMAN OF cah
by Fire, Smoke and Water
Cuba.'
tricts on the North and South ice.
and Jewelry Store and Fruit
TRAPPED BY FIRE
RIVERS & HARBORS Stand
Sides—Change in January.
Sustain Heavy Losses.

Plans, looking to the orgat
of buisiness men to guarantee see...
NOT
NEW
PASS PAYROLL FRIDAY NIGHT of tobacco
Washington, Dee. 19.—Cannon an- WAS CAUSED HY te)MBUSTION
PADUCAH'S 11'1 N ERA RV.
stored here to etietern inLeft Guantanamo, Dec. 13.
surance companies, are ou too:, and nounced his committee assignments
Arrived Ratans, Dec. DI
local insurance nien say that such an today. Burton continues as chairLeaves H/1%211111, Dec. 27.
organization
would concentrate near- man of the rivers and harbors com"Association tobacco will begin to
Pupils of the -public schie's will be
Fire, which started either in the
30,
Bee.
titivate:,
Nei.
At
ly
all
the
tobacco
in the Black Patch mittee and Longworth goes to the
after
houses
the
prising
come tu the
assigned to their pi nal. buildings
finishing room of McFadden's studio,
ways
and
means
committee,
succeedin
Paducah.
As
it
is,
much is being
holidaye," Was the confident stateunder the reassignmetit of boundaries
317 Broadway, or the laboratory of
ing Grosvenor, of Ohio.
ment of Salesman Veaie yesterday.
the third week In January, which lb rushed from buying points to Louisthe Paducah
Dental company, at
ville,
instead
coming
of
here.
"and it wee be only a short while
After presiding at the christening the one following the examinations
II: 30. last night, completely ruined
Hobson favors Peace.
As one insurance man expressed
until the tailrace° controlled by the
of the gunboat Paducah: fathering for the term. They wie rese.ve sips,
Washington. Dec. 19.—Representa- (tie equipment of both places and
organisation Yell be offered for sale
the movement to secure a silver ser- containing directions,'when they are It: "Those big insurance men in the tive Richmond
Pearson Hobson to- caused a heavy damage to the Poieast
look
at
a
in the saleereonia. The farmers are
map
of Kentucky, when
vice for the city's namesake, and hur- given their promotion cards.
introduced
day
in
the house a resolu- leek jewelry store and the Imperial
in a posit:on to pool their tobacco,
Examinations close on Wednesday they read about the night riders and tion for
rying preparations for the presentapromoting
peace among na- fruit store, which occupied the lower
even- if no adivaneee are made, but
tion. Mayor Yeiser will have to sub- and the last three daye of the week barn burning, and they see that Pa- thins of the world.
He asked con- their of the building, entailing aa
ducah
assurance has come from headquaris
just
about
a finger length
mit to seeing the ceremony per- will he devoted to removing seats
gress; to adopt rhe policy that general actual loss of $10.1i0u, while the Inters that money will be procured
formed under another's administra- from the old Longfellow building and from Hopktsseille. It looks close
treaties of arbitration should be ne- convenience and loss of trade at this
shortly for all needs."
tion. The Paduceh will not reach placing them in the Howlancltown enough to them for Paducah to catch getiated by the
United States with all particular time will be great and irrefire
from
a
"It is admitted that, the only thing
Hopkinsville
warehouse.
New Orleans until December 30. when school, preparatory for the opening
parable.
nations.
It
is
all very well to make statemente
that could possibly cause a failure of
negotiations will be entered into with of the new building the Monday folMiss Zula Coble.' millinery store
about how quiet things are here.
the association to control the market
Commander T. D. Griffin regarding lowing.
was also damaged several hundred
Democrato
on
Committee.
They
are,
and
wetted be the inablitty to get adthere
danger.
is
no
It is probable that the Franklin
time and place for the presentation.
Washington, D. C., D's'. 19.--Sen- dollars by water.
Even local warehousemen anticipate
vancee of money to enable the farmer
The boat left Guantanamo. Cuba. and McKinley buildings and he
The upper floor of the building
atorss
who will serve on the Demono trouble here, but that doesn't reto hold his tobacco off the market
December Ili. under orders for Now Washington 'building will not be
cratic congressional campaign com- was in a blaze when the firemen trona
assure
the
people
until spring, and the time is so abort
whose
money
affected
ts
by the reassignment of bounOrleans, stopping at Havana en route
the Central and No. 4 stations arrisked and who can't be expected to mittee for 1908 are named as folnow that they can afford to wait.
Lawyer's Father Dies,
rived and for a while the business
Iristructions from the war depart- daries. but Jefferson building on the
lows:
Tallaferro,
Clay,
Martin-,
Stone,
"But few instances of dumping
Dixon. 111., Dec. 19.- Abram Mor- ment received by Mayor Yelper north side and the Lee buildin-g On understand kyle conditions.
i - enter of the city WRS menaced.
New
lands.
Latimer, Owen, Culherhave been reported and I am confi- rison. father of Charles B. Morrison. through Congressman
"Warehouses are guarded here.
Quick work on the part of the fire011ie James. the south side will be relieved by the
son and Taylor.
dent that the fermera have the situa- Especial counsel for the government In are for
Warehousemen did that as much- to
men in getting sesera.: streams of
represen4aVvee of the (it:. change.
The
house
wm
be
organized
and
in
tion well in hand."
The Jefferson school boundary as relieve the anxiety of their principals
the Standard Oil cases and formerly and the commander to arranee dewatee on the fire confined the blaze
a
position
to
get down to business
Mr. Veale is of the opinion that the Uneed States district attorney of tails to suit themselves.
It was also tentatively settled will be between abroad and in (legate cities, as for immediately after the hcwitley recess, to the one building, with the slight
.foreign buyers will be gad to get the Nprthern Illinois, is dead, aged 85.
. Tenth any other reason. Naturally they are
stated that the depth of the channel Broadway and Clay street,
which will last from Saturday, De- lose to the stocks in the adjoining
tobacco at association prices as soon
lateldinge from water.
ITV the Ohio we: not permit the gun- street and the river, giving the Row - panicky about the situation. Wages. 4 ember 21. until January
6.
as It Is ready for the asesekee
'elide-mu school all, north of Clay transfer profits and insurance comboat to ascend to Pailurah.
Mr. McFadden estimates his loss
"Secretary of interior today sent a
A majority of the farmerehave not
street.
misatons, amounting to thousands of
at about $4,000 with $2,500 insurMayor
Yelser
prefers
the
to
have
icommunicaiion
to
the
senate
recomdelivered any,tobsiedb to the prizing
The Twelfth and Jackson streets dollars, are teat when tobacco is consilver service presented at Cairo, as
mending a provision in the urgent ance. His collection of his own painthouses.. but have awaited developLincoln. Neb., Dec. 19.—Governer the nearest point to this city, so that building may serve that territory centrated elsewhere.
defioiency appropriation bill for sup- ings and art work is considered his
mentvin the financial 'situation. Some
Paducah is the largest city In port of the. Ute Indians
Hughes is Invited to address the as large delegation as poesihie may lying between Broadway and Norton
who are no-. heaviest loss, and cannot be rep:aced.
disappointment will be caused by. a
The Paducah
Young Men's Republican Club here attend from this city. As there street west of Eighth street, includ- western Kentucky and the safest. If off their reservation and in the vicinDental company
failure to get mooey In time Dar
February 12. His admirers In Ne- seems to be nothing to prevent ac- ing all of Worten'a addition. That local business men would guarantee ity of the Cheyenne river agency in places its low at $3.500 with 91.500
Christmas. but it is argued that there
would
limit the Franklin building to the 'safety of tobacco from raids and
braska plan to give him an open bid quiescence In this plan, it is probaSouth Dakota. Authority to expend insurance. Louis Caporal. proprietor
atie, fevo farmers really in need of for western
the territory between Broadway and maintain a perfect system of guards.
support.
that
soon
ble
after
of
first
a portion of their tribal funds, to pre of the fruit store, does not know his
January
money, as at this particular. mason
Norton street, Eighth street and the not very expensive, insurance people
gunboat
ascend
the
will
Mime.,
the
vent want and suffering among them exact loss this morning. He carried
they have surplus of other (rote for
river. Now the north boundary of would quickly discriminate in favor
$800 insurance. The Pollock jeweippl for the C. remony.
,
t
is
requested.
sale.
;be Franklin eietrict i Washington of Paducah, and the tobacco iompeelry stock, which was soaked with
Dlecussing the proposed new methet reet.
nice realizing that Paducah was
water. Is insured for $2,500. Mr.
od of delivering tobaeco to the prizsafer than any other city out this
securing a
Pollock .estirnates his loss at $4.0.00
.
19.—(SpeHopkleaville,
Dec.
Ky.,
befOre
is
it
etalk
houses
the
on
ing
to the Stock, besides the loss of profit
It will be necessary tomorrow for way, would concentrate their Mock
stripped; a farmer yesterday W3F1 of ciale---C-Itizens of Hopkinsville and
here. This would be the big market.
on the holiday trade.
board
the
to
borrow
$4.700
tree!
to
Chrietlea
county
have formed a law
the opinion that the plan is a good
Vladi‘ostok. Dec. 19.—Expulteini
Mr. McFadden and Dr. Otho Powthe payroll for this month and about Tobacco would be brought here from
Membership is
of Jewish residents is to be vigor- ell. of the dental
one, but in this district there will be and order league.
great
distances
to
the
be
sold
and
part:ors, left their
$2.60() is needed to cover claims alsecret
kept
for
the
present.
Hale deflvered in that form thie year.
ously enforced.
Authorities blame offices a few minutes after 10
lowed to go over last month. The cash paid over right in this city, with
o'clock
Springfield, Ky., Dec. 19.—(Seethe
While waiting for other matters to
Jews
for
the
mutinies.
recent
the
best stores in western Kentneka,
last night, and are at a loss to underboard will meet tomorrow night to
&Aesop the farmers have bad ample cial.(—A law and order league wa
They
say
they have reason to believe stand how the fire could hair
allow the payroll so teachers may where the planters could spend their
origiopportunity to strip and prepare their organised by Washington county cite
money. The advantage gained hy the fresh disorders are betties fomented. nated. W'hen the firemen first enhave Christmas money.•
sena
to
block
the
night
riders.
tobacco for the market at their barns
e!ty at this time, might ee1.1 be main- The town is under martial law.
tered the piece it looked as though
The state owed the schools $18,This will also serve to expedite mattained through succeeding years.
entered the place it ketked as though
000
December
and
sent
with
$2.(Oil
their
totbring
ters, when they -begin
"It is not a question of safety that
the fire had started in the laboratory
'Murray, Ky.. Dec. 19. ISpeciale— no explanation.
tobacco to the prising 'houses. as the
confronts Paducah so much as the
of the dental -parlor, although it
Beatrice
Miss
Scarbrough
and
Miss
crop will be bulked ow brakes ready
question of taking advantage of a
spread to the studio.
Lucile Grogan. two of the most
-tiers.
By
this
Chicago, Dec. 19.-On account of
for hauling to the pi
great opooroin,ty.”
A prize winning maltose cat. valued
prominent school teachers of Callomeans it is expected that the crop Judge alI being unable to render a
at $300 belonging to Mr. McFadden.
way county, probably will be the
will be on the market almost as.early decision the election of Iliinoie CenFarmers owning property on the was rescued by the firemen.
only- entries in the race for count),
this SellfOrr as last. though the start tral stockholders adjourned until this
Winnipeg. Dec. 19.—C. F. Size.
east side of the Illinois Central railBoth the jewelry store and the
school superintendent at the next
afternoon and postponement of sevhas been delayed.
ptesident of the Bell Telephone comroad between Paducah and. Mayfield fruit stand underneat were open
election to choose counly
officers,
eral- weeks may be taken.
pany, of Canada, Is here eterfering
Rig Deliveries Today.
have made the promoters of the elec- for business when the fire was disand an interesting campaign between
Probably the largest delivery of towith the Manitoba governor relative
tric line a proposition to donate a covered and every effort was made
the two Is expected.
to disposing of the system of Bell
t:owe.) this season was made at Padright of way through their property by the proprietors to protect their
Miss
Searbrough
the
made
race
lines to the province government.
cab today, as wagons heavily Named
and a bonus of one dollar per acre on stocks from water, some of the most
for the office at the last Democratic
with the product have leen pouring
which lately established a complete
each piece of propert) crossed.
valuable articles being carried out.
primary against L. A. L. Langston,
public system, driving the Bell cominto the city since early morning.
"This is one af the most liberai
The building is the property of th•
who
for
stood
reelection,
was
and
pany to final negotiations.
The prices received are up to the
propositions ever made for sm•h it City National bank and the damage
one
beaten by a narrow margin after
average of last week and most of the
The long session of the grand
line,' remarked a member of the to It is estimated at $1,000, covered
hottest campaigns in the histobacco had been. contracted for be- jury at this term of circuit court has of the
company today. "A survey will be by insurance:
county.
of
Scarbrough
the
tory
Miss
fore it is brought in to the Clty, caused a great man)- people to wonGeorgettoen, Ky., Dec. 19. (Spe- made for a route on both the east
People who witnessed the fire were
took the stump against her opponthough a small amount is edit from der what the body is investigating.
cial
1—The Mize with which Goebel and west sides of the -railroad before tistomished that the entire building
proved
ent
and
a
herself
strong
dethe wagon at. prices equal to Quaj No report has been made since last
a definite decision is made. The line did not burn, as the flames were leat)bater.
Ifer defeat was attributed
Jeff Downs, the small boy Who was was shot was produced in court and
bought by the buyers' agents in the Saturday, though the jury has been
will ,positively be built and construc- Ing high in the air when the firemen
to factional differences in the coun- given, transportation to Dexter, Ky., identified by Grant Roberts, who
country. Another big delivery is ex- in session every day. A large numtion
work will probably begin in the arrived.
formerly
witnesses
owned
it.
Seven
ty and the fact that she entered the yesterday morning by policemen at
pected tomorrow and Saturday which ber of Witnesses in all stations of
Fire Chief Wood is of the opinion
testified for the defense
to shiiw early spring. The flnanc:al strinbefore
just
weeks
the
a
the
race
station,
few
the
union
is
a
elec
ward
of
is the Teel day; before the' holidays life have been examined. However,
gency will have no effect whatever that the fire started front combusdon
Miss Scarbrough will be a Kentucky Children's Home society, that Youtsey fired the shot. Roberts
it is rumored that gamblers are get'that tobacco will be received.
this morning upon the plans of the company, as tion of chemicals in the laboratory
most formidable candidate. Miss according to information given by a was cross-examined
ting the hot end of it and quite a
Grogan will also develoti a strong former resident of Dexter, who was and said that the gun was taken funda have already been secured of the dental office or the finishing
number of indictments will be
PRIS4/NERS SENTENCED
following, as she Is popular in every here this morning. The boy was from the vault in his office in Frank- from a company which makes a spe- room of the photogral-h gallery.
cialty of interurban securitlea."
Just before the firemen reached the
SPEND CHRISTMAS HERE. brought in on this charge. It is said district In which she has
taught adopted by John Downs, a well-to-do fort, by a Dr.. Johnson. who borrowthe Inquisition grew out of ta dispute
building the flames burst through
school. She is at present secretary farmer of that place, last spring, but ed it. He did not see the gun again
the roof of the building as though
Prisoners-sentenced to the peniten- over a check fir a gambling debt on of the First District Eche attonal as- rani away a few weeks ago and re- until the day before Goebel was killwhich payment was stopped.
caused by an explosion, and that fact
tiary at this term of circuit court
sociatioir
turned to his former home nea. ed, when he found Youtsey sitting In
The jury probably will adjourn togives rise to the chemical theory.
front of the auditor's office with the
probably will eat their Christmas
staying
Le.iisville.
After
there
a
morrow but not until after bench
No 'Hoodoo to Caporal.
gun on his lap. Later he saw it in
dinner with Jailer lOaker:as arrangewhile
he
liked
he
that
decided
to
live
warrants are fumed
nod arrests
Louis Caporal, a Greek, the prothe
the
vault
office.
Missed
in
but
It
ments for their removal to Eddyville
better
with
Downs
and worked
Mr.
made will the nature of all indictprietor of the Imperial restaurant
will not be completed until after the
his way here. He appeared to be a again and did not find it until Janments
known.
be
made
which was damaged by fire and wauary, 1907.
holidays. Sheriff Ogilvie is considerbright
but
fellow,
little
has
a
deWilliam T. Price and Etta L. Johnter last night will never consider
ing a number of applicatIone from
Miller,
formerly
BreckIt,
N.
of
formed
understood
It
arm.
is
that
son, of Massie. and John. E. Johnson
Friday, the thirteenth day of the
people who would _like to go as
county, now law partner of
and Nina N. Powell. of Massac. were his adopted parents were willing to inellge
THE WEATHER.
month a hoodoo. The insurance
Governor Taylor, said he saw Youtguards to the prisoners, but has not
back.
take
him
married by Magistrate Thomas Ligpolicy of $500 which he carried on
sey on January 27 with the gun in
yet made the seleetton. Only ten
gett Monday. On Tuesday Weaver
his stock was placed by the agent
his hand kneeling at a window and
prisoners are to go. the smallest numW. Dickerson and Ethel H. Day, of
Fining of the Illinois Central rail- Friday. December 13, and the loss
pointing down the capitol yard.
ber for several courts.
Paducah, were married there by
When he saw Miller he said: "It's road company $15 in police court came just five days later. The first
Magistrate Liggett.
on," and refused to say what he this morning for blockading the Ten- premium had not been paid but CapCHARLES RIPLEY WAS
meant or to tell Miller anything nessee street crossing longer than oral was assured by the agent this
DISCHARGED IN COURT.
ANSWER WILL BE FILED
prescribed by law, may be the begin- morning that his loss would be admore.
T110)IPSO N-W I LSON CASE.
ning of a campaign of the citizens, justed.
Attorney Hal Corbett wilt file anCharles Ripley, proprietor of tii
who live on the Mayfield road, for
swer in federal court at Louisville todrug store at Eleventh and Caldve •
better conditions at that place. and LITTLE JENNIE STALL
morrow to the petition of creditors
streets, was scquitted in pollee con
OF KREBS STATION. DIES.
may result in the improvement of
of Thompson, Wilson & company,
this morning on the charge n` rf
Jennie Stall, the two-year-old
Goebel 'avenue so that wagons may
;ticking that the concern be adjudged
whisky on Sunday. The pro'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
get around to Broadway.
a bankrupt. The answer will recite
witness. Homer Poston, colored, who
Stall, of Krebs station, died
The railroad
tracks
has
this
four
the
Springfield, III., Dec. 19 —The suLee Robertson, proprietor of
that. &t the time alleged acts of bankgave the only evidence against Mr.
crossing Tennessee street. Mr. Wil- morning of pneumonia. The funeral
ruptcy were committed, respondent Western Turf sa:oon, on lower Broad:. preme court in a decision invalidated
Ripley. told a story of !melee whisky
kins, who procured a warrant for will be Sunday morning and burial
did not know whether it was insol- way, was presented in police court the so-called theater ticket scalping the company
at the durg store. but It was denied
yesterday, claims that A In Stigny Slope cemetery.
vent, as Its assets consist of accounts. this morning on the charge of seeing law. The court says the 'egislature's train
by Mt. Ripley, who proved that nn
stood across the street 45 mingoods and veluable trademarks. and whisky to a minor. The warrant was power to provide a tax or license utes, and the conductor
whisk* was kept at his store to b
National Order Split,
refused to
there was no intention to prefer one procured by Mrs. Olive thade, who upon theaters cannot be questioned, cut the train
-sold at any time. The clerk who th,
Grand Repids. Mich., Dec. 19.—
and let him pass. Ancharges. teat her 18-:Vear-od4 MTh, but the sale bf tickets at an advance
gredit or.0etalrl y above another.
eiegro claimed teed. the .whisky to him
other fernier complained to Patrol- The Michigan branch of the America
Arthur, wes furnished whtskyeat the over the price printed on them is not
was not on du/y Squdag, •
man Casper Jones yesterday after- Society of Equity •VOted
hotel bar. Mrs. imrie also chargeti Injur us• to the health, morals, safe"The police belleve'lhat Poston Ii •
noon that he had been held i min- troth the natuud; °vitt
,
.
in
a
crap game to or
ettrat the hor
sh,(ding a bootlegger,who they baVe
nemt comfort of the public. utes. teh tralpmen refusing to
cut- Maintain ,an ...indftendent. at
_
alleged to have been conducted In a Vie eetirt In another 'CASA hold's the the train.
•
spulted.._. The _we was dlandacet at _Fey tonight and_ Friday, _Net
tritetas. Thii action resulted f
_repel QL g
-regottetteg-1
the. (tletailee_. of Senator lit ler Muth Thaterts in tetnperistere_e_ jijik..
sPtsciPle conversant selfh -the situaDec.
Louis,
19.—Wheat.
prominent
families,
100;
rat
St.
temperature
are
the
yeaterday. 37; Nevesit
bets of
namee Of cigarettes deems not apply to cig- tion say that the only
Campbell, trio appeared for
solution is the the two factions into which tit
core, 57; oats, 63.
as witnesses. •
00E,
'arettea containing only pore tobacco. banding of a viaduct.
prosecution.
tional society is Wit.
a
PLAN

PRACTICED

Pittsburg, Dec. 19.—Four hundred
men were entombed at 11.31) today
at the Danr mine, near Connelluville,
The mine id on fire and it is believed
all are dead.
The Darr mines of tilt Pittsburg
Coal eontpany are at Jacobe creek.
eighteen miles wept. Of the 404 fully
HMO are Americans, and the rest
principally Hungarians. Aln explosion shook this vicinity GI the nano
st 11:e0. Shortly after, smoke began to pour front the mine. The
mouth of the mine was wrecked.
This with the smoke and fire which
was discovered raging inside, prevented any attempts at rescue up to
1 o'clock.
On account of the condition of
the mine it is impossible to say if
all are killed. It is thought there is
not much chance for the wen inaide.

HUGHES IN THE WEST

LAW AND ORDER LEAGUE

WILL EXPEL JEWS

LIVELY CONTEST
IS PROMISED FOR
SUPERINTENDENT

I. C. POSTPONES AGAIN

FARMERS WANT LINE
ON THE EAST SIDE

BELL SYSTEM SURRENDERS

4

IDENTIFY RIFLE
WHICH YOUTSEY
FIRED AT GOEBEL

GAMBLERS MAY BE IN
FOR SERIOUS TROUBLE

WAIF RETURNS HOME

RAILROAD FINED
FOR BLOCKADING
STREET CROSSING

WED AT METROPOLIS

MOTHER CfiARGES
HER BOY GAMBLED
AND GOT WHISKY THEATER TICKETS

AND CIGARETTES

FAI R_

rainItarket

TWO 'If

Ni t

sT GI% I

I I 1.1. NAMES.

tees Willson Says Initials Will Not
Ile tor Applicents for °dice.

-

CHRISTMAS SCGr;ESTIONS

Is your comb telling a story, the story
ef falling hair? pot a pleasant story, is
It? It ends badly. The story we tell is
pleasant-the story of Ayer's Hair
Vigor. Promptly stops falling ha ir, deabe on Ayerf/ot the safe side. .Apk you
;
troys
dandruff, keeps the scalp healthy.
Thai
'
s Hair V•for.
Joao/ about
J. C. Ayer Co ,
Does not color the hair.
Whigiag=2„
,
cio as he says. He knows what is beet.

Comb Oat?

Christmas at Franklin School

Fraakfort, Ky.. Dee. I e.--Goverrow Willson has affuounced that he
would appoint no man to Aloe who
simply signed his Initials to the application. In other words, the nog
None must be spelled oft in full,
just like the last one. The governor
was about to appoint a man to a
judgehip today, but when he was unable to find out the full first name
he postponed making the appointment, and made the above announcea
ment. The new governor paid
formal call on the judges of the
vourt of appeals this morning while
they were in consultation, and had a
very pleasant chat with the dignified
woolsack men.

Christman exercises will be render- Rupert Fetter, James Price, Walter
woman who loves. Other guests in
ed at Franklin school Friday after- Voight, Churchin Conner, Earl Santhe house are placed in extremely
doon, Dec. 20, All patrons of Frank- ders.
21. "A Combination Christmas"
funny piedicamentsi At the Kenschool and all interested in edattucky Saturday evening.
cation are invited. Entertainment -Mildred McMahan.
.22. Song, "School Day."-Mary
will be in two divisions, the first
Bad sight is given as the reason
four grades in Miss Hoewisclar's Shelton.
23. "Christmas Fairies"--Grace
for men going wrong. Defective
room and the four higher grades in
evia's New Husband."
vision has been proved to be the
principal's room. Jackson's band Finney.
control, alcohas been employed to entertain vis- • 24. "Whose Old Santa"-Neheun
A virile end irascible and antaeinn cause of lack of self
Fancy Vests are
itors of the fourth and seventh Smith, Charlie Flowers, Allen Bar- comedy character in "Ma's New Hus- holism and drug taking.
grades. All are welcome. Following bee, Aubrey Sitspip.
band" Is Colonel Culpepper, a
25. "If I Were Santa Claus"-- wealthy old bachelor, who is in love
more than ever the
it the program:
The Events!: Snii-10c a week.
•
A treat will be in store for the Edgar Sanders.
at an age well on the shady side of
dictates of fashion.
24. "A Song of Christmas"- - fifty. The object of his affections is
music lovers in the elotee of a solo
by the gifted supervisor of music, George Harrison.
a first cousin, whom he loved in the
Our special holiday
27. -Song,
Claus" -- days gone by, aud whom he lost by
"Santa
\Hee Caroline Ham.
TO SEEK BRIBE PWKW.
The-1)111)11s of Missels Alice Haw- School.
his slow tactics. He had never, forwill
as
28. "A Christmas Hymn"-An- given her for throwing him overley, Beset* Karnes, Elsie Hoewischer
Gov. Warner, of Michigan, Going to
and Lucie Seott will give a Cbrist- tile May Yarbro.
board in favor of another man, but
Investigate teonpany.
commend itself as
29. "Christmas Everywhere" - now that that man Is deed, he yeeles
entertainment Friday afternoon,
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 18.--Geveroor mita
December .ett, at the Frankein school. Herbert Moller.
to have his old age lightened by her
very acceptable for
Fred M. Warner is going to Chicago
30. "Christmas 1-and" - Ernest loves and care.
elaborate program will be given.
Unfortunately for
this week to inveetigate a story that An
special features Is a little Ruark,
secretly
One
of
the
is
cousin
own
•
his
him,
gilt giving.
the
Infour senators tried to hold up
31. "The Real Santa Claus" - affianced to a young man who is dead
play in two scenes, entitled "Thol
They save the ointinyal writing
ternetional harvester company for
Lbst Reindeer." A Christmas tree Rose Bethel. Alberta Reed, Annie broke. When Culp
opper invites the
‘
$10,04e at the last session of the
over the same thing. They are
May
Gholsoia,
day.
A
Ella
Price,
Otta
the
durleg
lighfed
will be
lady to assume the duties of houses,Marie
not ex.pensive. Send usan order,
piano has been secured for the oc- 14eubschinan, Slay'den Brown,
keeper in his home she brings along
Accurding to the tale the money
bschman. Henry
Kolb, Vern her impecunious lover, who cleverly'
program
elision.
The
Was to be used to buy ten senators
Prices Right.
I. Song, "Cbrietrnas Bells"- Wade, Rupert Potter,
takes the role of her eon, a mere
who were to defeat the establishment
32. Sohg, "pine Out, le Blessed school boy. The scenes betweee this
School.
lig a binder twine plant at Jackson.
Star"-Sallie May Graiager, Effie boy and Culpepper are explosive in
e. "A Welcome"-Lena Dell.
,eAudi plates, it was declared to the
t-eee...
Before Cnristintis" Jones, Nadine Brumfield.
3.
"The
Wight
their merriment and the old sport is
letueing agent of the harvester cons-,
33. "Santa Claus in Holland"- so blinded by love that he lents to
-Tenth
.
Weller.
115 S. third St. Phases 35P.
bustpatty, would seriously hurt It*
4. "Acrostic"- -Neva-Gray. Maude Goldie Fleisher.
distinguish between a mother's detsss. The proposal to the agent was
1111111111MIIII
*****\_'•••
34. "Christmas
Precaution" - votion ;tee the tender ease-ion tif 3
(leacher, Reymond Crete, Bennie
made In a Lansing hotel by one 54'7:
r • ••
Seaford, Arlie Harbe4. Ertovt Smith. Robert Gieffin.
agent
introduced
the
ator, who
ILI. -Christmas
Bells" - First Only One -11Itt..M0 QUININE," that is
Asia Rutirk, Eddie Haw Brute- Bel'another. Two others were MIA
.•• o
• - ••?
o,
Grade Boy
ger.
on every
takeu in, and they talked with
r.. song, "Deceniber" - First ',j34. ''Letter Exercise", Lawson Laxative Brom Quinine
ctt::,-YZsV'1boz 25c
lenore, who promised their votes
Brown,
Nellie
Katterjohn,
Toile
Days
erade bias
Cures a Cold in Onc r)av Grin in 2
1 $1,00.0 each.
6. "Christmas Emblems"--Jubn Ford, Elanora Muss, Bartley MeAn.L I StlEA miss
'law governor hopes to get the
LS
aney, Lena Sanders, Dewey Hall
tors and telegiunei front the four
Mildred Rouseh, George Hughes,
Your Clothier for :19 leave
Snowflakes"
. "Christ bias
compel,
,
poseetesieu. of the Chicago
37. "What Little Saul Got elide/Mona Alanean.
8. "The Toy's Christmas Eve"-- maw"- -John Ahderson.
Lieut. Potter Returns.
(ruin King Edward in which he gayei
EDW.title
AD1'ICE
3S. Song. "0 Wouldn't You 1.11«Cecil Hughes, Dolly Vandeveide.
Police 1.ieut. Thomas Potter has
,t as his opinion that the diciatorethipl
Corinne Hollowell, Vir- to Go" Marcia Glynn., Annie •MaY
Nola
Roberts
eilatigered the crown and recom- returued from Lexingten. where he gil Laird. Samuel Hudson, Eugene Yarbro. Lena Hell, Hush Morrison,
King of England Tells King of Pero
mended
a return to the constitution. took Ed King. who was •entented to
Dictatorship.
Abided.
Jossie Freshet, Lillie Backer. John Anderson, Stew art Rawliuson
twat to
after
receipt of this letter :the reform school by Judge need Mary Geden. Clarence Sanders, Rob- Quitman Ray, Clifford tir-,ant.
was
I:
A dispatch from
Paris, the, I
dispatni, that the electioe 1King was convicted for be-eking ih- 'rt Moller, Ada Smith, K%a Gus
:19. "The Runaways --Joy ArLisbon to the Petit Parisen says says. the
to LOUIS Clark's grocery.
gust. Ruth Varner.
Block, Virgil Berry'.
Queen Marie Amelle, wee recently were announced for Aprei.
40. "Christmas Is liere"-1.119. Song, "Hang Up the Baby's
returned there from a Wu to London
Use Sun Want Ads.-Best results. Stocking"---Martwa
Glynn, Anble !lab Wilkins.
U.
,e Sun Want Ads.-Best results. ,
41. "When Santa Claus Comes"
May Yarbro, Lena Bell, Bush MorriGheen.
son. John Anderson, Stewart Rawlin
42. "Christmas Greeting" -Nelion, Quitman Ray, (elifford Bryant.
lo. "A Word to Santa Claus"- lie Agnew.
43. So10-e-M iss Caroline Barn.
Miles Butler.
44. Song, "Away in 8--Manger"Crowded Stocking"-,
II. "A
School.
laanita Pollard.
Play--"The Lost Reindeer"-Twit
12. "(Iris:trues Da)" -- Stewart
eceneis Me. Santa Claus - Rupert
"What-ilko You Do at Your Potter; Mrs. Santa Claus - Marcia
House oh Xmas Eve!"- l,• ne Smith Glynn; The Ell-- Lenard Ray; Jack
Dottie Barbee, Ethel Sees Annie Frost - Frank Volght.
"The Dolls"-lielen Darnall. Ws
Pugh.
14. Song, "Silent NIght"-School kpl Smith, Celeatia Cothran, Clare
15. "Why the Bells Ring"- ence Hughes, BentoneBiarrick, Elisabeth Yarbro, Irene Block, Pearl Bar
Bebitie Gray, Velma Golden.
16. "Long Age on Christmas"- rick.
-.Jumping Jacks"-Heary Kolbe
Orville Hafferty.
17. "Doris' Christmas Story:" - Byrn Walters, Jerome Cohen, Karl
Grinin, Harry Joiner. Meer:cc Berry.
Doris Walters.
Bryant, Gordon
rinnie
1 S. Song, "Rork eteby• Dollie"- Herman
We will sell 1 1-2 dozcn as above cut, Quadruple
elstelle Gray.' Carrie Hall, Bessie Graham Smith, Wayne Scott.
Silver Plated Baking Dishes, burnished with bold
"Santa
Claus
Children"-AuJones, Lillie Rogers, Mary Doyle.
brey
Smith, Nell Hogwood, Nelson
19. "The Look-out Man"- Mary
r:lief French ornamentation, a regular $6.00 value
Smith, Joy Argust, Edgar Sanders,
Doyle,
at
the very Special price
20. "The Twentieth Century"- Mary Shelton, Allen Barbee, Ruth
Varner,
Virgil
Berry, Marguerite
Tony Voght, Barney Vandevelde,-Huble Kelley, Tim Bryant. Tient Finch, Yarbro.
"Evergreen Girls"-Carrie
Hail.
Charlie Summers'
: Mary Lou Smith,
Clifford
Bryant, Susie Grainger, Maggie McFadden, Clara Bryant,
No Phone Orders. This price is made to have you
Joitephine Henley, Bush
Morrison, Livonia Kelley, Bertha Moss, Tossie
Fresher. Flossie Fresher, Della Hall,
come to our store on Friday.
Jeanette. Gholson, Maggie Worst.
"Others" - James Price, Susie
Grainger,
Dollie Barbee, Willie
4Whitaker, John Whitaker, Ruby
RelieNe Coughs
Bethel, Grace Ogden, Bessie Jones.
32 7 BROADWAY
A Welcome-John Evitts.
A Ohristmas Carol-WilUe Watkins.
A Note to Santa Claus--Lorena
Here is a Special Rug Sale that really is at special
Kolb.
Tett
Spa,: 1:1,
3 j,
How the Christ Flower Bloomed the cause ant ethcang
pri.:es. As you know, we at all times stll our rugs and
complete recovery.
Mabel Saltzgiver.
cents.
25
druggists.
All
carpets at the lowest prices, and when we offer rugs at
Recitation--Bertha Thomism',
Santa Claus and the Mouse Edreducee.
really
they
are
reduced prices
ward Katterjohn.
Two Litle Storkings-e-Ruth Parkins.
11111M1111e.
When Santa Claus Was Ill - Rebecca McFai laud.
Christmas Wishes.-Eight Boys.
A Merry Christruae-Levenia 30-

Waistcoati

I
Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps

$1.50 to
$10

The Dipond Stamp Works

e

fieadrif

CHRISTMAS

Extra Special

FRIDAY ONLY

$3.75 + CASH

SPECIAL ON RUGS

F'ISO'S CORE

WOLFF
At

"COUGHS...COLDS

Make it a Box of

he Kentucky

"
Song-Merry Christmas.
Three Bad
Littlo Boys-13,0

$25.00 Axminster Rugs, 10 I•x11
for.....,....._........._...$
;$ 19.00
$30.00 Velvet Rugs, 10 12 x13,
$17.00
1125.(e1 Velvet Rugs. 10,1i x12, for
$17.00
$25.00 Velvet Rugs, 10 x12, for.,_...._
$10.00
$15.00 Brussels Rugs, 10%i12,
$12.00
816.50 Brussels Rugs, 11x13, for- $10.00
$15.(10 Brussels Rugs, 10,14 x12
for .......
$12.00
$16.50 Brussels Rugs, 10%x133i, for
16.00
$22.00 Pro. Brussels, 12x15, for__
$16.00
........
$22.00 Pro. Brussels, 121.14, for
-$12.00
$18.50 Pro. Brussels, 10ix12, for

Cigars
Your gentlemen friends appreciate
nothing more.

We handle only the best of
importecl ami domestic cigars and all boxes are put
tip in fancy holiday packages for gifts.

Remnants of carpets for small rugs Some in velvet and Axminster, choice regardless of lengtp UJC

•

ALWAYS EXAMINE OUR QUALITY
AND OTHERS PRICES BEFORE
YOU DLCIDE.

OGILVIE'S

Jeweler

Gilbert's1
iDruggStore
4th and Broadway
Both Phones; 77

‘1111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111•111111MI

A Christmas Carol-Rosa Summers.
Recitation-May Evitts.
Christmas Quotations--Five Boys
Ill fire Girls..
Marriage of Santa Claus-Ruby
The Matyred Mother-Lois Smith.
The Baby Stocking--Grace hosery.
Dialogue. "In Want of a Servant'
Willie arid Annie's Prayer, Gras
Bahr.
The Last Hymn-Preesie aljecon
Christmas Wishes by ten girlie
The Shiniest Dime-Carrie Block.
An Errand Boy-Eugene Board.
The Widow's Christmas-Iva BCTry.
Deka(' I Knowed Who Santa Claus
Wuz-Paul Bouland.
Whim &elite Claus ,ComeseeeMur
rell Seamon.
Dialogue, "How She Cured film."
Exercises begin at 1:15 and close
at 3:15, *
"I understand," said theseoune
poet, gleefully, "that Greatbow said
my latest poem had few equals as
bit of genius." "He said even more."
put in Crittic. ."Yen don't nay "
"Yes; tie added: 'And positively no
interfere.' "-Philadelphia Preps.
•

Two performances only

sAmtv.t v

mITINEE

•

foulieltneits

AND NIGHT.

Dec.ember,

MA'S NEW HUSBAND
Book by David Edwin. Music and
lyrics by George Fletcher.
. 165 Laughs in 165 Minutes.
20--Musbeal Numbers-20

Matinee prices: Children
154', adults 254'.

Tuesday
DECEMBER

Priees-Night:
75t.

2.5,. 36c, 50e and

GEO. M. 00HON'S
Latest Musical Play

LITTLE
JOHNNY JONES
80-People-80
Two Car Loads of.Scenery •

P-ires-$1.50,

$1.00,

40---Show

.KE, 50e, 35e, 25e.
Seats on sale Monday.

The secret of &tweets is to aim h4gh
and stiok to it.

harry Scott 4'0. presents the nutotical

The Largest and Best Musical Attrar.
Hon nit the Road.

et.

•

•

T
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d Co. 'open `event.ng4
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'Open (4venings
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•music

Lusic

rOL'

Ole .Quotion of

1A:70-'"••••

•
>42

Vitristma6 Silts

„,...reePatve

4
'Az

•
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per set
Ladies' Furs from, per set....

!rum,
- 1.'urs, ranging in ;
, .$1..10 to $5.00.
$1.30 to•V45.00.
'

e‘actly
Let us relieve you of your Handkerchief troubles; we con show you
prices:
as hat you uunt at at
25e,
Men's All-Linen Initial Handkerchiefs,
15e.
Women's Linen Cambric Initial Handkerehi
2i14-.
Children's Initial lialidterctlefs, per box.
Iku not fail to see our Linea of Eine Embroidered and Lace Handkerchiefs.

Zeltd for ifts
A large selection at
a
Some Handsome. ones. In a pretty Ohrietmas1141. at,

Ii

'We can supply 'our wants :to kid Gioveh; all the colon,, and the hest quail.
ties; all sizes, all styles, sue want you to see our kid Gloves for the little
one.; will delight any child. Price $1.00 is r pair
16-button genuine Kid Gloves, per pair
Ladies' Pique Kid Gloves, per pair

Umbrella

t complt.te assortWr um showing in our belt section the largest and
ment of Xmas Belts ever brought forward.
$1.00.
The Original Fluffy Ruffles Belt, inleather or elastic
$1.00
strictly
tailored
leather.
The Eiseman Keiser Special, in

gibbon

6ilk, Woolen

hAandicerchiifo

Yurs
The most acceptable of I'twist man Gillis.
We want to show you our lines of Citildr

S Xmas eve approaches this all absorbing
question at this time grows harder to solve
each day. Let us help you---solve it today---from our immense stock of sensible
and most acceptible gifts. We have prepared for you a host of pretty things to
choose of, all economically priced, that
you may buy unhesitatingly and feel the
assurance of a pleased recipient. For your convenience
in shopping during the Christmas rush we have lots of
clerks to wait on you, with three deliveries regular a day,
and special delivery when necessary, and our best efforts
.will be put forward to make your shopping a 'pleasure.

Umbrellas for the little ones; 2:: and 21-inch Gloria and Silk. Blacks and
$1.00 to 22.50
eolors. for
The New Umbrella for Ladies; the ''Fluffy.s.ltutnes," in all colors, stylish
$5.00.
handles, each,
$5.00 to *i 7.11
Men's Fine Sterling Silver Handle Umbrellas, from

$1.5.0 to $2.7)0.

23lanket4 and Vornforts

ibbong

lhe little' fancy holly ribbons, Wide flowered ribbons for faii. y work, and
all colors in ribbons far Christmas giving.
Plain satin ribbon Red, Blue, Pink-for tying \Ma% itlICkage‘, size No. 1Holly ribbon.

l'ou can't fail to please %life, 111111 her or friend by giving them a pair of our
handsome Blankets Or Comforts. We have then' in all the best qualities at
ntoney-saving prices.
$ • 141 hp$:,, 4 , 11
10-4 All-Wool, wtrite Blankets per pair, ft(!in
$4.90 to $8.50,
11-4 All-Wool white Blankets, per pair, from
Good size silkollne cotton-filled, tacked Comforts, per pair. $1.00 to $3,50,
Extra quality satteen-covered eiderdown Comforts, per pair.$5.00 to *8.541.
$1.00 to *1.50.
Infants' Crib Blankets and Comforts for, per pair,

25.50.
$1.25.

XOSierit
Buy the best values we have ever shown. Ladies' pure silk thread
hose• blacks and all colors, per pair
Infants' ,ilk hone, white, light blue and pink per pair

$1.54).

5(k.
Men's hi, mos, per pair
$1.50.
Women's Embroidered Lisle and Silt Hose per pair for....30c to $1.30.
Ladies' Fast Black, best quality lisle Hose in medium and heavy
weight at, per pair
23c, 334' stud 30e.

ladies' `Xmas `Xeekivear
We are #1..lo- agents for Keiser Neckwear, the prettiest and best line to be
found and now direct your attention to the suitable gifts to be found in this
department.

`embroidered linen Vieces

.S11 a Vitrse

Housekecotr• cannot lea‘e too ninny tine linens; iii' oiler Melo to you at
huh attracthe pric..s that you can afford to give them.
Embroidered Center Pieces, Side-board, Covers. Dresser Scarfs
20c to $4.00.
small pieces at from

u here to come to buy It,
you as tint or have on your Christmas list yon k
for no place else vain you find the assortment or quality to choose from at
the Price-Large Ilitgs-Sinall Hags-Medium Itags---Seal, Alligator, Pig,
Walrus, Morocco, Lizard, snake and all skins, in the latest style creel' S.
Um° we have six sr:, les for toti to choose from; all genuine leath
with leather cover frames.
$1.5.0 to $5.-04.) is especially attractive in the many different styles you
hare to choose from. 1$5.01) to $1•5.00 includes stri-tly• high-grade leather and novelty Hand
Bags in Allgator, Pin Seal, Long NValrus, -Imported leather, etc.-Let us
show you.

Xmas f)1otions
Ar(Silver (Aunt) and Blush Scts 1.liat are goaraiiieed, cheaper than you can
$2.54) to $0.00'
buy sta....where. at from
$1.00
Gents' Smokers,
lkle to $2.50.
Pipe rack in mission and art clay work at.
$1.00.
m
Magazine and paper ranks.
2.54' to 50c.
Picture Frames In. Bronze designs,
3.1e to $LIM,.
Stationery in !fancy Box.
(7okt Clix;k in Venetian designs,
21e to $1.00.
Poet Ca4d'Albuins,
-

itina4 5iuis in yaneti Work
Acceptable'
Fancy Pillows,
Art Leather Pieces,
Cluney Lace Center Pieces
La?adry Bags In novelty designs
,
Pin Cushions.
Handkerchief Case,
Pillow Tops,

141 00 to $41.011.
21le. 34k*, li1.00 to $2.50.
$1.415 to $8.50.
t.r.c to $1.50,
2.1c to $1.00.
254' to 22.00.
50c to $1.110.

sin `evening Voat
As a gift would certainly be nice. We are silo% ing quit, a pr,t t v Pine in
all shades and stite.,ranging in price front $15.00 to $i5. 4 nttoTod at
this time during our pre-.aventory sale at half price.

sire liou Atereoted in 61ippers?
19e buys Crochet SlIppel, material costs more
$1.00 and $1.25 buys Woman's Fur top Juliette.
All nice for
11.4101. $1.2-5 and $1.50 litis Men's Tan or Black Slipper
Christmas gifts.
SKATING ROOTS.
See ou'r Patent or Gun Metal High‘Cut Shoes-Wade special tor skaters.
Swell and durable.

Ladles' Pretty and Dainty Turnovers
Hand Embroidered Collar and Cuff sets
Fluffy Ruffles Embroidered Collars
Silk Collars
Lace Collars.

Toward the Xmas holiday
tall and remember the clerk
behind the counter.

Jkop'ark
4
1
/

Zeit ,uekles as Tilts
For a small, yet attractive, gift tor Xmas, (Pit
Buckles are very desirable. We are mliouing quite
a variety.
A sample lot including buckles worth up to
$1.5A_Ragred at
Quits a novelty Line In fey setting designs at $1,00
Sterling Sillier .and other prestty dealgns •
111.30 to 713.50.
•
at

234' to 75c.
50c to $2.50.
$1.00 to $3.00,

Yancq Xmas gaskets
In our Art Department we are showing a beautiful line of Work ft/4)44i%
and Waste Baskets, in fancy braided straw, willow and Raffia designs.
These baskets decioratc41 with ribbons make most acceptable gift 20 to $3.50

Yana( /Zack `Combs
'ifts
A pretty back comb for sister,
mother, daughter, wffe or sweetheart
will certainly be an appreciative gift.
Let us show you the. genuine tortoni)
combs in plain gold, jade, brilliants
and other fancy designs, from

Mgr

So liour 9art

13e to 50c
$1.50 to $3.34).

9rettg Jearf
For a Noses gift is most desirable. Have you considered one of thent? We have a beautiful line of
them. Theatre or Press Scarfs itrmtra lengths and
quality at the price.
For $1.00 we have some exceptional warts;
Others up to $2,00„
l"rslan 'Silk, (Wile de (liine--Iniported designs,

$1.00 to

$5.00

gemember
To relieve all the delivery rush
possible and help the drivers
on the wagon and special
Carry small
messengers.
parcels with yen, and

Ohop arIq

.4

,
1 •••••••••..-
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"There!
Did you hear that"
groaned Wanbridge. "Omega closes
at 2,600 and Decker takes every triok.
Oh, why didn't you have me on the
AFTERNOON A-ND WEEKLY.
—s floor out there? By the great horn
IMMO,
PADUCAH AND THE RIVERS.
TRH SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY
spoon, I'd 'a' had every share of that
Whatever the general (ounce) sees
INCORPORATED
sleek and wouldn't 'a' paid more than
Mystery Story
A
half as much for it, neither."
fit to do in the way of antending the
F. M. FISHER. President.
I sighed and turned5 sick at heart,
water front ordinance some provision
Of San Francisco
N. J. PAXTON, General Manager.
to meet the King of the Street as he
-Mould be made, if possible, for Intel
shouldered his way from the floor.
Sincere& at the postoftics at I' ulucalt. steamboats as desire te have free acST
Ky. as second class matter.
There was not a trace of his mm.
cess to the bank, in order tie land
ASHLEY WALCOTT
fortune to be read in his face. But
EARLE
other
freight
and
In
receive
it.
SUBSCRIPTION RATElli
Decker, the victor, moved away like
words, Paducah must not be so profit.
a man oppressed, pale, staggering,
THE DAILY SUN
Kate of her interests as to lay a prachalf-faintitig, as though the nervous
.10 tical embargo in the way of %sheer
Sy Carrier, per week
,
1
sfle.wrISM 1106. 1X. bubo* orrt 01
It
strain had brought him to the edge of
Iny mall, per month, in advance
charges on river commerce. Sixtycollapse.
lily mall, per year, in advance....1.60
(Continued from Last lasue.),
six feet originally were set apart for
THE WEEKLY SUN
Doddridge Knapp made his way to
!Wormed
The bids and offers came back and the doors and signed me to follow
War year, by mall, postage paid..91.09 a boat landing, but we are
It matters not how many other Christmas remembrances
that it is no utility, because a steam- forth, with shouts and barks, yet they
him, but spoke no word until we stood
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Ky.... boat has to nose in and out and can
a man or boy may receive, it will never seem like a truly
made but a murmur conpared to the beside the columns that guard the enPhone 150
IDSIce, Ili South Third.
Christmas to him unless you give him a tie.
not get in position to receive and die- whirlwind of sound that had arisen trance.
charge her came Certainly, the from the pit at the former struggles
New neckwear is always important and an almost inPayne A Young, Chicago and New
"That was warm work." said Doddpork. representatives.
Fowler lines are entitled to consider- I had witnessed. There seemed but a ridge Knapp after a moment's halt.
dispensible part of a man's Christmas.
ation at the hands of Paducah in the few blocks of the stock on the market.
We're showing the finest Neckwear productions of the
"I was very' sorry to have it turn
THE SUN can be found at the follow"This is great," chuckled Wailmatter of river concessions, and while
so," I said.
out
best
makers. Choice, exclusive styles, that you'll not
ing plague: .
their demands are being considered, bridge, taking post before me. "There
R. D. Clements A CO.
be able to find in other stores..
A grim smile passed over his facie
since
like
it
anything
been
hasn't
the whole river situation for years to
Van Culin Bros,
"I wasn't." he growled good humors
in the elecWe selected our holiday neckwear with great care and
tome should be considered, and the Decker captured Chun/1r
Palmer House.
remember that. edly. "I thought it was rather neatly
You
don't
of
'73.
tion
and have the sort a man delights to wear.
river front ordinance so enacted that
done."
guess"
the commerce of the three rivers will I
We've every correct shape and coloring.
I looked at him In surprise.
"I wasn't in the market then," I adbe encouraged, and 'Paducah be fa"Oh, I forgot that I hadn't seen you,"
mitted.
Don't
think of passing us on Christmas neckwear, if
vored to packet lines.
"Lord! Just to hear that!" cried he countinued. "And like enough I
you
care
for something handsome.
the stout little man, mopping his glist- shouldn't have told you if I had. The
THID COST OF IT.
ening head frantically and quivering truth is, I found a block of 4,000 shares
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19.
cumJust a red glare seems to mark the with nervous excitement. "Doddridge on Saturday night, and made a
with them."
_ —
position of Kentucky in the union Knapp bids 1,500 for the stock and bination
CIRCULATION STATEMENT
"Then the mine is Yourier—
from the viewpoint of other states only gets five shares. Oh, why ain't I
NOvember, 1907.
"The directors will be."
and the bloody history of Breathitt a chance to get into this"
"But you were buying shares this
3832
1
3863
16
I heard a confused roar, above
county is succeeded in popular inter3810
18
2
6275
which rose the tierce tones of Dodd- morning."
est by the lawless daring of the night
"A mere optical illusion, Wilton. I
3795
4
3839
18
ridge Knapp
riders in the Pennyrile, while the
shares has he got to. was in tact a seller, for I had shares to
3791
5
3846
20
Inane
"How
long drawn out trial of Caleb Powspare."
day" I asked.
21
3795
e
3857
ers keeps ever in public mind the
was a very good imitation."
"Not 40 yet."
22
3804
'7
3865
Goebel
election
contragedy of the
"1 don't wonder you were taken In,
"And the others"
384)1
3870
23
li
test, as a [Allister background to the
my boy. Decker was fooled to the
"There's been about 2,000 sold."
3790
3878
25
9
picture. And worst of all, it hurts,
I gripped the rail in nervous tension. tune of about 91,000,000 this morning.
3794
26
3867
21
and it does injustice to the chival- The battle seemed to be going against I thought it was rather neat for a
27
3790
3854
22
rous, honest, law-ab)cling citizens of the King of the Street.
clean-up."
3791
3848
28
13
this commonwealth, whose shame it
I thought so, too, and the King of
"Oh!" gasped Wallbridge, trembling
3S4)1
3845
29
14
has been to see such deeds go un- with excitement. 'Did you hear that? the Street smiled at my exclamations
38'16
3832
30
15
punished. and such
butchery and There! It's 1,700—now it's 1,775! over his cleverness. But my congratulations were cut short as a small
depredations encouraged by a system Whew!"
102,049
Total
dark man pressed his way to the corI echoed the exclamation.
of politics that amounted to little
'Average, November, 19-06.... 3.957
"Oh, why haven't I got 10,000 ner where we stood, and whispered in
less than a league with crInne.
Average, November, 1907.... 3,925
Doddridge Knappli ear.
It costs something beside* pride shares" he groaned.
deormiNs
32
Decrease
"Was lie sure?" asked the King of
"Who is getting them?"
too, this condition of [sapient anPersonally appeared before me,
look the Street.
lot.
0
-oh,
the
last
"Knapp
got
archy.
Paducah, safely removed
"Those were his exact words."
this December 3rd, 1907, R. D. Macyou ever see the like of
from the point of danger, guarded there! Did
"When was this?"
Millen, business manager of The Sun,
that"
Sit
and immune, bids fair to suffer the
"Not five minutes ago."
who affirms that the above stateI looked. Decker: hatless, with hair
loss of some thousands of dollars.
"Run to Caswell's. Tell him to wait
disheveled, had leaped the rail and
Inent of the circulation of The Sun
because over there at Hopkinsville was hurrying into the throng that sur- for me."
for the tnonth of November, 1907,
a member of Tammany halt and
DROWNS IN BATH T1 it.
KITTREDGE NOT AGREED.
lawless men were' encouraged
by rounded Doddridge Knapp.
The messenger darted off and we
prominent in local politics, wee conIs true to the best of his knowledge
previous successful raids to burn
found,
Caswell,
I
"There was never two of 'em on the followed briskly.
and belief.
(adder of New England Rank Was verted by a jury and sentenced to To Appointment cif Wagner as District
warehouses
Tobacco that ought to floor before," cried Wallbridge.
was an attorney, and we were led at
Found Dead at H
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
two years in prison. Coyne stated
Attorney of South Dakota,
be concentrated hetie-' from every
At Deckerleappearance the brokers once to the inner (Alice.
My commission expires January 22
that he forgot, when asked by the
Washington, Dec. 18.—The appoint in the dark tobacco district. opened a lane to him, the cries fell
"Come in with me," said my emNorth Attelboro, Mass., Dec. lie— grand jury to testify concerning an pointment of Edward E. Wagner to
may be hurried away to Louisville; and there was an instant of silence as ployer. "I expect I shall need you.
Frederick E. Sergeant, vice presi- alleged offer of 91,00-0 made by him be United States district attorney for
and eastern insurance men, who can the kings of the market thus came and It will save explanations."
dent and cashier of the Jewelers to secure I -gelation. and the charge South Dakota, wheel was sent to the
Daily Thought.
The lawyer was a till, thin mate
not be expected to discriminate be- came face to face.
Nation-al bank of this town, and of perjury was sustained.
senate today. was made on recomIf Christians like their Lord will be. tween sections in the dirk tobacco
I shall never forget the sight. Dodd- with chalky, expressionless features,
prominently identified
with
many
mendation of Senator Gamble. It is
All men will lose thee' doubts and district, will punish Paducah
for ridge Knapp, massive, calm, forceful, but his eyes gave life to his face with
business enterprises in North Attelreported the selection of eVagner Was
See
crime In another county, committed surveyed his opponent with unruffled their keen, almost brilliant, vision.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
"Decker's playing the joker," said boro. and Providence, R. I., was Every dose makes you feelbetter. Laz-Fee not agreeable to Senator Kittredge.
}IOW real is Christtianity.
by people, the like of whom we have composure. He was dressed, in a light
gray-brown suit that made him seem the King of the Street "I've beaten found dead in a bath tub at his apart keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the Gatiebie's colleague, and he wile probWhat do they see in you and me?
none in our midst.
fleets, by his wife last night. ,Ac- mosey-back plea every we ere. Pnee IA cents. able endeavor to prevent his con-fir—Marianne Farningtam.
It does no good to sit back and larger than ever. Decker was nervous, him In the market, but he's going to
a last play with the directors. cording to a medical examiner, death
dress
of
black
setting
make
disheveled,
his
ma/mi.
say
"Stoll h!" That's what Hopoff the pallor of his face, till it seemed There's a meeting called, for 12:30. was due to accidental drowning. It
Cement Show in tisk-ago. '
John Cabot ledge, of ,.Massachu- kinsville did, and it encouraged night
as white as his shirt bosom, as he They are going to give him a two Is believe!! his aocounts are correct.
Chicago, Dec. 18.—An interesting
@tette, would make a strong man for riders to believe everybody there
Notice to the Public.
years' contract for milling, and they
fronted the King of the Street
exhibition chiefly for the purpose of
In compliance with an order of
sympathized with them. The state
second place.
20,000
shares
of
my
The foes faced each other, watchful talk of declaring
WILL START CAMPAIGN.
exploiting cement as a new building the General Council, I hereby notify
administration did nothing we can as two wrestlers looking to seize an stock invalid."
material' for houses opened today in every property holder in sewer des'
recall
to
aggravate
the
night
riders
CORTELYOU.
"flow many directors have you
opening, and the Board-room held its
will continue Diet No. 1, of the city of Paducah.
Fivery Printer connected With News- the Coliseum and
and plant bed scrapers, yet they breath, Then the crowd of brokers got?"
alleged
about
said
been
Much has
through the remainder of, the week. Kentucky, to connect with the sewer
Instructed
to
paper
were
Fight.
not
to
gentle
treatsusceptible
"Two—Barber
and
myself.
Decker
closed
in
again
and
the
clamor
rose
poetical maneuvers, especially with
ment; and listless indifference will once more.
thinks he has Barber."
Indianapolis, Dec, 18.—At a joint 'the principal cement companies of age system by May. 19,08.
reference to offices in the postoffire
not fool the insurance people.
"Then
you
want
an
injunction?"'
Respectfully,
not
make
out
the
progress
here today by heads of the west, have united in giving the
could
of
conference
I
the
departments,
for
treasury
and
What
show
Paducah
must
do
is
to
but
the
trained
"Yes."
contest,
ear
of
unions composing exhibition. The exhibition embraces.
the
D. A. Yeiser, Mayor.
International
the
benefit of Cortelyou's candidacy for
these insurance and tobacco meeg Wallbridge Interpreted the explosions
The lawyer looked at hls watch.
the.allied printing trades of America a comprehensive display of the varithe presidential nomination, and the
"The meeting it at 12:30. Wm. It was unanimously deciled that PV, ous uses to- which cement is adapted,
that she is alive to her needs and—ael- of inarticulate sound.
Subscribe for The Sim
question of his probable resignation
"Phew! listen to that' Two thou- You'll have to hold them for half an ery union organization in the United as wee as the method of manufacvantages and that they may 'safely
Washington
correhas been reeved.
store tobacco here and insure It sand, 2.100, 2.150. Great snakes! See hour—maybe an hour."
States whom members have to do ture.
The Body Merely Machine,
spondents have even spoken of the
"Make it half an hour," growled with the publishing of a newspaper,
That will make Paducaa the con- her jump!" he cried. -Decker's getThere are just any number of diethe
owes
Cortelou
gratitude
of
debt
Doddrldge Knapp. "Just remember
centrating point for the western dis- ting it."
Christmas Trees.
eases in which the Osteopathic is the
shall be instructed to begin a camhim with
president. who honored
My heart tank. Doddridge Knapp that time is worth $1,000•second till
trict, and establish her as the most
Perfect shape, Norway spruce, onle treatment that will give any
palest against the wood pulp and
three cabinet appointments.
rethat
injunction
is
served."
must
have
smothered
his
brain
once
Important tobacco market in
the
Christmas trees with holders, all lief at all.
eeite paper trust.
He went out without another word,
more in the Black Smoke, and was
Who is Mc. Cortelyone
Black Patch
prices.
sizes and
The various phases of neuralgia
and there was a commotion of clerks •
He was clerk in the exaeutive deSuch a movement also will inch': now paying the price of indulgence.
C. L. BRUN9ON & CO
Another St. Louis Briber Up.
and rheumatism as an example yield
and and cate to financial interests elsewhere And his plans of wealth were a sacri- as we left.
partment under the C,
529 Broadway.
more readily to the Osteopathic
St. Louis. Mo., Dec. 18.—Charged
'
McKinley administrations. He was that arson and assassination are fice to the wild and criminal scheme (To tie continued in next Wee.)
wee perjury because he answered
treatment
than they do to medicine.
Into
which
he
had
entered
in
his
conconfidential secretary to President neither pastimes nor commercial
All Abyssinian 'male children over So too do lumbago, chronic headtest against the leeknown.
He—When you were in Rome did that "he could not :remember" when
McKinley and when President Roose- measures in Jaekson's Purchase.
The clang of the gong recalled me von do as the Romans do? She— questioned by the grand pur)' con- 12 must go to school. The state aches, partial paralysis and kindred
velt announced his determination to
from
the reverie'that had glint out the No; but I was done as the Romans cerning alleged boodling in the house provides the education and is build- ailments, and to one who knows the
carry out McKinley's policies, he re°two ing many schools.
JAMES OF KY.
first principals of Osteopathy it is
details of the e,ee
of delegates, W !III m
dol—illustrated Bite
tained Mr. Corte/you as his personal
011ie James, from the state of Ken
easily to see why this is so.
tuck.
Osteopathy is a scientific system
President Roosevelt found Mr. Car- Is just the right kind of a
••••••••••••••A *
•....I...4
of exercise for the nerves and organs
heck
(thou lotal and posseeeed of remarkFor moving pianos
of the bode—simply manipulation
able discretion and executive ability.
Or picking bananas
by which it restores structural norale made the secretary chief of the Or loading pig lead on a truck.
mality. Tee body is a machine run
new btrreau of commerce and labor.
- Washigton Post.
by unseen forces called life, and that
toward
cerattitude
Roosevelt's
Mr.
it may run harmoniously it is necestain Interests and conditions psoduced
sary that there be liberty of blood,
powerful enemies, who, he realized.
nerves and arteries from the genemight betray him in his candidacy
rating point to destination. This is
for his second term. He paced Mr.
what osteopathy does—gives liberty
Cortelyou, a man trained in the
to the blood nerves and arteries.
finesse of diplomacy. but of no pracDr. G. B Froage, 61,6 Broadway.
tical experience in the plain business BIG FLEET SilLING SOUTHWARD
phone 1407.
Irtf lining up votes, at the head of the
IN PERFE('T FORMATION.
eotnnettee. Mr. Cortelyou was there
to watch the politicians and guard
'Rosevelt's Interests, and he guarded
them faihtfuley—also he learned Wireless Messages Received Along
Coast From haillesliips—N°thsomething about politics. Mr. Contelvcni never watched anything without
ing Official.
learning all about it.
In whose favor was the balance of
obligation at the end of the earnNew York, Dec. 19.—The followPresident Roosevelt placed
paten?
ing
message from its correspondent
postof
tile
head
Cortelyou at the
infilee department, which, with the as. an board of Admiral Evans' flagshiti
Meatless of Mr. Frank Hitchcock. he was received by wireless:
"On board U. 8. S. Connecticut
bats brought to a state of unwonted
perfeetion. That and the treasury Deeeniber 18. (noon.)—The battledepartment, with its customs and in- ship fleet at this hour is 750 miles
ternal revenue collectors and their north hr northwest of Saint Thomas
myriads of assistants, are the chief' Weather fine,"
A later message from the fleet re_patronage dispensers of the executive branch of the government. Some- ceived through the DeForeet wireless
thing became amiss in the treasury station here reads:
"During twenty-four hours sine(
department. They ate reserved in
the white house. Men are never die- noon yesterday the fleet made 24e
rharged, they resign. A vacant"- or- tweet:. the course continuing du"
to have a suit made
.iltirrei in the treasury department sou t hemt."

Inx tabucab %tin.

io the fore; but we do not look for
any breach between the president anti
Mr. Cortelyou.
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OPEN AT NICHITS

The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323

Broadway

1

ALL'S WELL

A purchase of 300 suits and overcoats from an overstocked manufacturer enables us to make the following great offerings:

This is one of our pride
largest. Every article is
the best imporied and
leathers and is a work

$10.00 Boys' Suits and
Overcoats
$7.50

ak

1

All this season's latcst and best
:offerings.
Open Evenings

You must see them to fully appreciate them.

I. .."
JAVILLYSICO
BROADWAY
...Au.
IeltfillE100 MEN AND Boys

1,111mgmall

•+11....41....1111...411,...• V.I.. a

323
Broadway

lines, and
made of
domestic
of art.

Military brush sets, tie
holders, handkerchief boxes,
playing card set, coat and
trouser or skirt hangers,
sewing baskets, stirrup clock
and whist broom set, pocket
picnic sets, manicure sets,
collar bags, shirt bags,
glove boxes, card cases,
purses, soap dishes, clothes
brushes.

$7.50 Boys' Suits and
Overcoats
$5.63

nP7)1'
Of the

jrgRA oftRj

Some Useful LeatheiArticlesfor Xmas

$500 Boys' Suits and
Overioats
$3.75'

underm eiretee hailEalre
n heap o' politics being
t now, and we shall hestr oitteeeto sal ttts ratkonde
ion as events are thrust thiiL
-Stateli• a k

LEADER
GRAND

_
Reductions on
Great
Children's Clothing

$3 50 Boys' Suits and
Overcoats
$2.65

sad Cortelyon was appointed. There
For l'niform Itaggage Rate.
were men aplenty with financial exChi(ago, Ile. Dec, 18.—A commit. knee., who might have filled the
; but again Roosevelt bad no tee apnointed by the Central Paiespenger inteoctation to consider the exceeelse he toted trust.
.Cortelyou an ingrate; if 'he fIP- baggage Tate problem met in conifer
be precedent? Does his mar-. ewe here toilay with commiesioneo
representine
sue -committees
record of faithfulness lend and
.to this gudden accusation of other passenger Assocta Onus. Th e
object is to bring shoot If possible

DESBERGER S

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE ,
• to order for

1

$25.00
for Christmas

Open • Evenings

SOLOMON
The Tailor.
Amnon 10111-11
1131, TWO It

THE PADUCAH EVENING SU:

THURSDAY, Da:CP:N.18E11 19.

udttIlips4C*
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

AT-r

dedrde

The family home is at South Union.
Ky. Mr. Reid is a prominent worker
in the Kentucky Avenue chuish and
is superintendent of the Sunday
school.

IN Till COURTS
A

dr

HART'S HERE

Manchester Grove.
'
In Circuit Court.
With the Stuff
Holiday Cotillion.
Manchester Grove, W. 0. \V , had
A suit was flied today by the
The members of the old Paducah the 'honor of entertaining Iseman
compete.
Saddlery
German club are arranging for a Grove. No. 28; of Mayfield, yesterday. Starks-l'Ilmau
Christmas dance to be followed by an A committee met the train and escort- against George Ruff, one of the comelegant supper at the Palmer House ed the visiting members to the K. C. pany's traveling salesmen, claiming
on,the night of Decembei 26th. The hall, where there was a bountiful that he failed to keep a contract to
list is now at the store of Roy L. Oul- feast awaiting them. The morning travel for one year. Damages to the
ley & company, and all ,hose who was spent shopping and at 12 o'clock amount of $2,500 Is asked.
----will attend will please call and mark lunch was served, after which a bussMarriage Licensee.
off their neat**
ness meeting was held. The worthy
William T. Reid and Euiah Altoguardian, Mrs. M. laeman. welcomed
Afternoon Card Party With Honor the guests and Mr. Bonifield, of May- way.
M. E. Edwards and Carrie Maon.
Guests
field, responded.
Hugh D. Edwards and Nina Roby.
Mrs.'John S. Bletelettr entertained
The guests were: -Mr. and Mrs
the Sans SOUCI club and a limited Bonifield, Mr. and Mists Lewis. Mies
In roik-e Court.
number of outside guests at cards Sills and Mrs. Nell Brown, of MayLet us show you our superb line
The malicious cutting cases againt
on Wednesday afternoon at her home, field, and Mrs. L. C. Brown, Miss
priced at money-saving figures.
409 North Fifth street, in honor of Roby Sulliver and Mr. and Mrs. Van- Will Loving and Wesley Pembleton
were continued.
Mrs. J. V. B. Bleecker, of Boston. cievelde, of Paducah.
Nona Sides was fined $10 for disand Mrs. William B. Webb. It was
Coaster that needs no snow. It runs like the
a prettily planned affair. The club Invitations to Reception (' pliment. orderly conduct.
prize was won by MISS Clara.Thonsp
wind, can be guided or instantly stopped; is a
Lug Bride and Visiters.
son. The lone hand prize went to
Invitation, were issued today to a
splendid toy for all the year.
Mrs. Frani(
Miss Mary Burwell.
L.
given by lies. John
pleasure for Xmas. give them some- Boyd received the visitor's prize. reception
Webb and Miss 'Webb, on Friday afthing they enjoy; a foot ball, punch- The delightful course luncheon was
December 27, front 3 to 6
ternoon,
ing bag or boxing gloves. R. D. served after tbe game. The guests
o'clock at their home, 80.5 Madison
Clements & Co. have a complete line. were: Mesdames J.V.B.Bleecker, of
strict, in honor of Mrs. Williaw B
Presents and I lart has just that kind. The enTitelt. WILL BE eat -Just received another large Boston; William B. Webb, Lester
V. B. Bleecker. of
Webb,
J.
Mrs.
CHRISTMAS
aVEEK.
EN
shipnient of those $6 and $7 Stetson. Fossick. of Atlanta; William Gilbert,
tire line is composed of big values at the price;
Boston, and Mrs. Hamilton Perks, of
Henan apd FidwinClapp line shoes Allen Asheraft, Hughes McKnight
Nash yule.
even the 10c articles arc great ones.
Ike David Flournoy, Ell Boone, Frank
.--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
which we sell for only $4.
Boyd. Saunders Fowler. Robert B.
-Dr. Gilbert. osteopath, 400% Cohen, 1.06 South Second.
Mr. W. I. Brockman and family, of Contributions for the Annual Event
Phillips, Hal Corbett; Mirses Mary
Broadway. Phone 196.
4
Are Being Received By Mr. and
left this morning for Hereford,
Kevil.
TerBoswell,
allidred
Anna
Boswell,
-We give you better carriage and
Mee Chiles.
their
make
will
they
where
Texas,
rell. Hattie Terrell, Faith Langbetter service fer the money than
in all modern presents for all ages and sizes.
Brockmas
Mr.
home
future.
the
in
staff, Willie Blanche Asher, of Atla given by any transfer company in
and
bought
Hart can show you something new, attractive,
lanta; Clara Thompson, Anna Webb, visited Texas lasteaugust
America. Fine carriages for special
tree
Margie ('rumbaugh, Clara Park, Mar- a flue farm near Hereford.
The Rescure Mission Christmas
useful, pretty and at a price that is within
esecasions on short notice; also eleAttorney P. H. Hughes left this
garet Park
for the benefit of the poor of the City
Mr J. Ballard Flanagan and Miss
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
to
spea
Murray
attend
morning for
reach of any purse.
one night during
Will be given
-Forms for real estate agents for Bertha B. Field, both popular young
cial term of court.
elaturday is Charity Club Day.
Christmas week, the date, however.
were
Metropolis,
people
married
of
Sale at this office.
Col.•C. H. Webb. of Smithland. has not yet been decided upon. Mrs.
Owing to the great encouragemen
-Mr. H. C. )4ollins has left the at noon today and left on the 1:45
have ass in the city yesterday on busi- Chiles has been ill for to weeks
the
club
of
ladies
Charity
the
city for a few months, and I have ac- o'clock train for a honeymoon trill.
received from the people of Paducah. ness.
and has not been able le solicit as
quired an intereet in his business and Mr. Flanagan is the son of Mr. mei
Miss Mettle Brown, of Louisville,
they
serve
to
dinboth
decided
have
has been her custom heretofore. is.he
inAny
him.
Shall look after 14 for
Mrs. J. B. Flanagan and is a young
is visiting in the city.
DecemSaturday,
on
supper
and
ner
however, to be able to see
Incorporated
expects,
formation with reference to any man of sterling worth. Miss Fields
Miss Dorothy Langstaff, who is at- the people who have so generously
branch of it will receive prompt at- is the daughter of Mrs. William Bar- ber 21, at the Loeb property. They tending school at
Keniper
Hall.
assisted her In the past.
tention if you will call up The Sun ton and is highly esteemed by al: have prepared a special dining roon.
Wis., will come home Frifor business men, where rush orders Kenosha,
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- who know her.
The Sun will receive contributions
her
with
Christmas
spend
to
day
will be attended to promptly. There
ton.
the tree as it has always done,
for
A.el.10 It'01t RENT-Two furnished rooms
Mr. Cass N. Scott, of Golconda,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gorge LangApply 420 North Fourth.
-Order your engraved calling was married at noon today to Miss girl also be a dieing rom for private
its readers eesirIng to
of
any
and
staff, 73.1 Kentucky avenue.
cards for Christmas and Christmas Addle Amman, one of Metropolis' parties and one also for families.
below
-To trade good second111.ANTEDS--coupon
the
use
may
donate
Miss Lillian Hobson is expected
The 35e dinner is:
gifts from The Sun at once. 10.0
hand roan wagon for corn. Johnsoncash donations have
some
Already
most popular and esteemed young
Institute,
Hollins
home Sunday from
Menu.
cards and plate $1.20.
Denker Coal company. Phones 206:.
and from now to Christmas
ladies.. She was a teacher in the pubHollins. Va , where she is attending come in,
Vegetable
Soup.
-For numbering machines, band lic
picture
The Sun hopes to collect a tidy sumn
LOST-set 'one of the
schools for a few years. She is
school.
Cranberries.
Turkey-.Dressing.
deters, rubber type and stencils of ell
this worthy cause.
shows, pair of gentleman's gray unthe daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Mr. Frank A. Lucas will return for
Subscribers inserting want ads in dressed kid gloves, fur lined. ReHot Biscuits.
kinds, call ou The Diamond Stamp Arnsman.
So send in your contribution, If
from Wickliffe tonight.
Mashed Potatoes
Green Peas.
Works. 115 South Third. Phones 358.
done so. Anything The Sun will kindly remember that ward if returned to this office.
not
have
you
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Schotta will
George Kelly made a flying trip to
all such items are to be paid for
Slaw.
Pickles.
Chicken feed, pigeon feed, oyster
acceptable.
-spend Christmas, with friends at will be
DON'T FORGET the Hole-in-the
Paducah and return Tuesday.
when the ad is inserted, the rule apCoffee.
Celery.
Obeli, Lee's lice kihier, leg Minds, inWall, 111% South Third etreet, for
Murray.
busisome
to
attended
May
M
G.
without
excepone
every
Extras.
cubatory, brooders, etc., at M. J. Yopp
eese plying ato
chile-eon-came, tamales and sandMiss Joe Miller will be home to- oesneeesessieseeseeseiss
ness in Paducab Tuesday.
tion.
Chicken Salad
Oyster Cocktails.
Seed Co.
wiches of aid kinds.
Vincete's
morrow
St.
from
AcadenlY,
Thomas Rentfro, who has been in
(home-made.)
2361.
ring
wood
Pies
FOR KINDLING
THE SUN-Paducah, Ky.
-City subscribers to the Daily Paducah several days, returned home
where she Is attending school, to
MAM340TA bronze turkeys:- old
The club will have aprpns of all
I enclose a contribution to the
MITCHELLS for nigh-grade bicy:-oend Christmas with her parents.
Bun who wish the delivery of their Tuesday.
and young, for sale from very best
to
sorts aid sizes, plain, fancy, common
poor
Third
the
street.
for
tree
cles,
South
Christmas
226-328
papers stopped must notify our col_
strain, raised from 40 pound tom.
Robert Lynn has returned from a sense and nonsense, for sale Satur- Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Miller, 416
be given at the Rescue Mission.
FOR heating and stovewood ring and from 20 to 23 pound hens. 801716
South Sixth street.
lectors or make the requests direct visit in Arkansas.
day.
437 F. Levin.
Mr. G. M. Green and Mr. J. M
torna from Fiehere prize winning
to The Sun office. No attention will
Lester Daly is home from Chicago
Signed
its
John.
government
steamboat
St.
Dits
FOR
WOOD. Old Phone strains. Address Mrs. A. D. Miles.
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"
0090/4
0
.
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.
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.
00
bei paid to such orders when given to spend the holidays with home
Alloway-Reid.
spectcirs from Nashville, are in the
2361.
R. F. D. 1. Box 60, Paducah, Ky.
folks.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
The marriage of Wee Eulah Alto- city.
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with
relatives
Clara
visited
Miss
Welts
wedding
LOST DOG-One medium size fe-Place your orders for
GROWS.
way and Mr. William T. Reid took
FUND
Miss Anita Louise Keller. who has
chair Apply at this office.
pointer wearing a plain leather
male
invitations at Nome. The Sun Is in Paducah Tuesday.
at
--o'clock
1:30
place this afternoon
school, returned
Add-le collar. She is white with lemon colWANTED-Ma.
Miss Mints Berry. of Peoria, has at the parsonage of the Kentucky been away attending
the . COOK
Showing as great an assortment as
spend Christmas Plaits for the Xmas Basket for
to
yesterday
home
Caldwell. Rhone 867.
ored ears, small lemon spots on head
you will find anywhere, at prices returned home to visit.
Poor Being Carried Out.
Avenue Presbyterian cherch. The with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
room
ed
RENT-Furnik
and over body. Answers to the name
FOR
Rev.
to
the
have
performed
by
was
will
lower
ceremony
than
you
Much
e
W. Keiler.
of Dixie. Liberal reward for her reThe bill of fare for the dinners with board, 326 South Third.
J. R. Henry, pastor of the cheirete
pay elsewhere.
Miss Rozie Sneed is spending the
turn to 315 North Fifth street. F. C
market afextra
the
best
the
going-away
contain
plane,
Stylish
will
bride
a
The
wore
-Upright
SALE
FOR
holidays with her uncle, Mr. James
-Pianos WO and up. Organs $10
Burnett.
fords. The quantity placed in each (*leap. 825 South Fourth.
costume of brown, with hat, gloves Gunn. at Nashville.
and up. Easy payments. Fred P.
enough for two meals
quiet
and shoes to match. It was a
WANTED-For -U. S. army: Abler
FOR RENT-Furnished room, all
Mir* Polly Durrett, of 625 North basket will be
Watson & Bro. V. H. Thomas manThere will be no
persons.
and
unmarried men between ages
attendants,
no
5
with
bodied
wedding
or
4
of
615
Apply
conveniences.
Palmer-E. J. Parker, Louisville;
modern
Seventh street, has returned from
ager, 311 Broadway, Phone 673-r.
cases
partiality shown, except in
only a few intimate friends present Barlow.
1498. of 21 and 35; citierns of the United
phone
Old
street.
Fourth
North
Green
M.
G.
Cincinnati;
Edgar,
C.
E.
has
Bleat
J.
-Remember that J.
the
are invalids in
States, of good character and tom
Mr. and Mrs.
besides the family.
Mew If. P. Sights and daughter. *here there
horse shoeing, perate habits, who can speak, read
at his office on Fourth street, oppo- Nashville; L. E., Clark, St. Louis; Reid left Immediately after the cere
J. E. MORGAN
is needed.
money
More
homes.
Nelson,
A.
Indianapolis;
Ethel, will go to Henderson Saturday
site the old telephone office, a large Charles
Previously acknowledged ... $8S(.5 general repairing, rubber tires, lie8 and write English. Men wanted new
111.;'‘L. mony for a bridal trip south, and to spend Christmas with relatives.
and fine line of jewelry-Tinge, William W. Clemens, Marion,
50 South Third.
for service in Cuba. For informateoi
December
28,
after
will
home
at
be
Mrs. lone Smith, who has been "A Mother"
watches, bracelets, charms, locketz, M. Henderson, St. Louis; George Bai- at 2322 Broadway.
1.0ST-A small white fox terrier apply to Recruting Officer, New Rich15)
17,
116.
Kettle
ley,
Cincinnati.
visiting in Murray for two months, is
etc., which you can buy for good deal
25.o41 dog pup. Return to 519 Jefferson mond House. Paducah, Ky.
The bride is an attractive young
County Judge Lightfoot
Belvedere.-W. E. Rhodny, Hot
stopping in this city for a couple of
iess than same goods wonld cost on
1'0.98 street and be rewarded
active
an
and
talented,
Auditorium Rink
woman,
WANTED--iou to share in a
Mbaugh,
Springs.
0.
H.
Ark.;
home
way
Dento
her
Memon
while
days
Broadtvay.
worker in the Kentucky Avenue Pres ver. Col.
WANTED--To rent house or cot- 1 $600,eresoe Christmas gift? Draughphis;
W.
Chicago;
W.
A.
B.
Wilson,
-The Paducah Dental Parlors will
$129.53 tage by permanent tenant. Addreas•on's Practical Business College COMTotal to date
Hemp, Ham byterian church. She is a daughter
Mr. Salem Cope has returned from
open for business tomorrow morning James, Evansville; 0. L.
The financial report shows that P. G. M., care Sun.
of MTS. Fannie Alloway, of 2322
pany ,which has a chain of 30 colMetropoTolen,
C.
Mon.
Newt.
O.;
Bellbuckle,
at
Tenn
school
attending
in Dr. Bradley's office over McPher$65 more is needed to fill the baskets
Broadway, and has lived here only
for Ugh:, leges, has issued six hundred thourooms
Hetherington,
E.
Evansville;
0.
RENT-Two
FOR
has
from
Mr.
lis:
Griffin
returned
Ben
son's drug store. 'Entrance on Fourth
shoat a year, coming' from Sturgis. his school in
The cost of food is greater this year housekeeping. Fifth and Jacksoa. sand dollars in Xmas gift drafts in
Julius Wocher. Indianapolis.
s
street.
young
known
well
a
is
ever before, and the managers
Reid
Mr.
denominations of 1101)1) and $15 (Si)
Ky.
New Richmond--Sam
Puckett,
Phone 222.
Mr. and M. John Copeland have than
-There wilt be no meeting of the
with the
business man connected
to be sent to the prospective students
of the dinner have arranged for
Windell.
Dexter;
M.
Jesse
five
a
from
trip
returned
weeks'
Ladies' Mite society of the First
LOST-A plain gold cuff button Send your name and
address tn
enough to feed 600 persons. All
J. V. Alford. Hardin; Tom Wood- Hank & Davis paint establishment. through Texas and Oklahoma.
Baptist church this-wee.c.
hands with initials C. K. Return to this Draughon's College, 314-116 Broadfew
the
in
be
should
his
in
friends
contributions
many
made
has
He
ruff, Hopkineville; W. M. , Byeon,
Mrs. G. C. McCawley. of Dawson,
-The Ladiate Aid society of the
morn- office and receive reward.
way. Padueah. and you will receive
M. L. Years' residence in Paducah. He is is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. of Captain Meaker by Monday
%Ingo; Spike Hay, Cairo i
Trimble Street Methodist chorch wili
Reid.
C.
furnished one of these Christmas gift draftc
RENT--Two FOR
ing.
Thompson, Columbus, Ind.; J. H. a brother of the ,Flev. J.
of
Washington
Edmondson,
T. E.
have a. bazaar Friday at Mrs. Mills'
Monday and Tuesday will be spent rooms. Bath and all modern convenformerly pastor of the Kentucky street,
Fortune Telling.
Ray, Sedalia.
millinery store, 316 Broadway.
in preparing the baskets and they iences, 918 Broadway.
Avenue Presbyterian church here,
Do not fail to consult Zereda RA
arrive
will
Donovan
Richard
Mr.
-If you would give your boys
hut now living in Walla Walla, Wash Christmas morning to visit his par- ad I be distributed Chrielenas mornWANTED-Position as clerk in monde. Gypsy fortune teller. Ladles
UNION RESCUE MISSION.
grocere; seven years experience. Good 23 cents, gentlemen 54 cents Weirs
has
This old and established work
ents, Mr. and 'Mrs. John T. Donovan,
references. Address W, care Sun.
given general satisfaction to the gen- e1111111111113111•1111111111111111111MINI111111111111111P of Jefferson street
10 to 9 every day. Camp in Forfeit
Card of Thanks.
park, Rowlandtovrn. She tells everyerous public and to the receivers for
Mr. V. J. Blow, of Louisville, arin
wagon
-Express
SALE
FOR
Circle,
W.
0
W.
M nchester Grove.
the last ten years and the persistent
thing. asks nothing. Has no equal.
rived yesterday.
wis to thank Rev. Fathez Jansen good condition. Apply 737 WashingMr. Earl Bradley, of Bandana, is
workers who have ecinstantly labored
and .1. T. Donovan for theist faithful ton.
among the unfortunate ones during
visiting in the city.
JUDGE GEO. H. SHIELDS
with Its faint, elusive sweetness
WANTED- Position as private
work of unpacking the beautiful furtthis time have rejoiced on account of
HEADS KENTUCKY SoCIETY
Mrs. M. -M. Sadler has returned
_
niture and honorirvg the grove by nurse. Mrs. Level Stewart, New Richt
ea
embeemes
being able to do at least some good.
from Mound City. 111.
using game. Father Jansen is a mond hotel.
Always thankful to the contributors
St. Louis, Dec. 19.-The tenth an'Mr. Eugene Smith has returned first
well as an excellent
the
LOST-A-White-and lemon pointer nual meeting and election of
Neb., where he attends fine workman as
and feeling sure of success this time,
of Coiumbus hall bitch. A ?there reward paid
Knights
The
priest.
for Kentucky society was held last night
that is del icate,Subtle and lasting
school.
from what we have received and what
the cleanest and most pic- her return to 31.5 North Fifth street.
is already promised, we acknowledge
at the Southern hotel. About fifty
Dr. J. J. Thomas. of Crsal Springs, is one of
turesque in the city,
FOR RENT-Up-to-date four stsE 'members were in attendance, and a
Ill., has returned home,
receipt of 13.66 from 'Manager CrumMANCHWTER GROVE NO. 29.
fiat, 144,0 Broadway. Phone 765, or dinner was followed by a business
Mrs. Katie Craig has returned
hatigh, of the Auditorium skating
T.
ace L. D. Sanders.
meeting and election. henry
front Evansville, Ind., where she was
rink, and will gladly receive offerings
Inspire I by the sweet, dainty
Use Sun Want Ads.-Best results.
for
had
speakers.
the
one
Kent,
of
called by the death of her sister, Mrs.
from the school children and teachodor of WildfloWers. and
FOR RENT-Four room cottage,
Alice O'Mara.
ers for the poor children, as has been
521 Jackson street. Enquire 1100 his subject **Virginia anli Kentucky
and Missouri's Great Exhibit at
Miss Eloise King, who is studying
their custom for the past several
Trimble street.
Jamestown " Judge H. D Laughmusia in Chicago. will spend Christyears. Anything that can be used in
FOR RENT-A suite of furnished
lin, of Chicago. gave a recital enmas with her father, Mr. Ed King.
be acceptable. Let
will
home
the
to
rooms
gentlemen. Over Iverson &
redolent with the breath of fresh
titled "The Negro's Prayer at the
1444) Broadway.
everyone give that the children may
Wallace's drug Wore, Seventh and
field flowers.
Earthquake at Charleston August 31,
Misses Fannie and Fla Penciley.
be made happy, and. the grown folks
Washington streets.
Pajamas in quiet pat- who are now attending school in
1856." Other speakers w,re Dr. W.
rejoice by a bountiful supply that
FOR RION"F-New foiir room stone G. Moore and, R. H. Kern.
Georgia. will come home Saturday to
may be neglected-.
none
boys.
pattern
for
terns
The above are a few saghouse, water, coal shod chandeliers.
The folloVing officers and hoard
spend Christmas with Bull* parents
R. W. AND IDA B. CHILEte
19th and Harrleotealte. E. Foreman, 3f directors were elected:
Strong clothes to stand
Judge
,gestions from our big line of
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Pendley, 918
TO CITY TAXPAYERS.
128 North Fourth.
George H. Shields, prestlent; ManBroadway.
fine imported perfumes.
NOR'DICA AS ACTRESS.
the strain of pillow
FOR KENTUCKY COAL, Pitts- ton Davis, William G. Lackey, .1. W.
During this season It is a pleasure
Mrs. Ed King is confined to her
New York. Dec. 19.--Mme. Lillian
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a pleasure and (ompliment to
yet paid up that they may still pay wood, bundled and loose kindling, D. Harris. secretary; F. G. CunningEverything here, night
Hammerstein, of the Manhattde opany refined lady, and they do
2.03.
the last half of their city taxes dur- telephone
Johnston-Deinker Sam. assistant secretary. R. W.
era house, has just been canceled.
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for
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wear
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will make her
M.
After this month Ten per cent.
111EltE TO VeT-MAIIillED.
of all ages.
January 21. She will appear in a
CLEANING AN!) PRESSING neat. tors-George H. Small, James
show you.
Carpenter, John C. Hall. John M.
must be added to all unpaid bills. ly done. Satisfaction
guaranteed
very small part--that of a maid- -In
Don't miss our special
A. C.
Paducah seems to be growing In Would respectfully ask ell who can Work called for and delivered. Ost Wood, E. T. Campbell and
a one-act play, entitled "Mrs. Van
sale of children's suits Popularity as a Gretna Green for to call at the city treasurer's office trial is all I ask. James Duffy. Soot) Ritchey.
Vetchen's Dorce Dance," at a private
southern Illinois couples, and scarce soon as possible and thus avoid the
rerfortnance at the Pit% hotel. Mrs.
Ninth street. near Broadway. Pliant
and overcoats.
-The Sun is showing the prettiest
ly a day passes that there is. not a discomfort and delay caused by the
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George J. Ckiuld, who before
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usual
over
which
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for
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well
marriage was Exilth KIngdon,
LÔT- A laidy's gold, watch wet' lays you will see anywhere. (71
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between Clay and Trimble istreets
Wiltord. a handsome young couple you will greatly oblige
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-10,0 visiting cards and plate
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4 Xmas Presents

Yurs

Jet of Yurs for Xmas

The above new toy is a

RESCUE MISSION

This is the year for useful

The assortment is well up

IN METROPOLIS

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

lmbre Royale

Bouquet Farnese
Cytise

Extra Violette

IMPORTANT
INVITATION
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DELINQUENTS

HILL & KARNES

Cuba Eats Fruit
W lb) SHOULD 11.tVE PAID IN
.1.‘N1'ARY ARE HEING CITED.

Judge Cross Says He Will Fine Unlicensed Peeple if They Go
Before' Him.

New York eats meat, Canada
cats pork and keland cats fat.
The colder the climate the fatter
the food because fat heats the
body and heat is life.
The finest fat that grows makes

Scott's Emulsion

NEW

MUCK MANUFAtTURING
COMPANY ORGANIZIM

41111111111111111•11111.111,
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SPECIAL
ALL THIS WEEK

Has Capital Stock of $50,000 and 1.
P., Hill Is President of New
Concern.
a,-

Those whq wait until warrants are
The 11111 & Karnes Brick company
It is the Norwegian Cod Liver
issued before mode); city license will
has filed grticies of . incorporation
Oil. SCOTT'S. EMULSION is
be fined this year, according to the
with a capital stock of $50,00(1. The
full of heat and lourishment. It
announcement of Police Judge Croas
stock is dtvlded into shares of $100
has a power in it that gives
in whose court the cases are callect
each, and is held as follows: F. P.
vigor and new flesh to those
Heretofore the warrants have been
Hill. 2.54) shares; :Neva
Hill, 3
who suffer from consumption
dIstniseed upon the promtee of those.
shares. The highest amount of inand other wasting diseases.
s,rrested immediately to t.tke out the'
shares. The highest amount of Ho
license, but this year a Ene will be
debtednese
allowed
is $20-Ooke
All Druggists; sm. sad $1.00.
entered in each case
Frank P. Hill is prgiden., Neva Hill
License Insportor George Lehnhard
vice president, and Ernest Karnes,
yesterday turned over to the court a
secretary.
long list of names of thole; who. have
fai:ed to pay their licenses, and warFor Nature Fakers.
rants will be %sued Monday for all
Five little nature fakes,
delinquebts.
• Telling lies galore.
Most df these delinquents, many
One saw a cat crochetof whom ...'are
profese.crial
men,
Then there were four.
Naval Fleet On Way to tioutik.
should have paid their licenses last
Ifeweevilie, Ky., Dpc. 11).--Capt. J.
January'. and were subject to fine in
Four little nature fakes.
J. Heinen. a well known steamboatFebruary, every day they costinued
With the truth made free.
man of this city, left today on a
doing business without a license Con One heard a lobster singnovel trip to the gulf. Capt. Mennen
rtillItitlg a separate
offense. !AY:Thee there were three.
started a -boat works here last sumyers have taken fees from the city,
mer for the manufacture of gasoline
defended others cited for failure to
Three little nature fakes,
boata and skiffs. At the cudof the
take out neenee and conducted suits
Not a word is true,
summer season quit.- •a '.umber of
Quadruple Silver Plated Comb, Brush and Mirror, buragainst. the tip, without having a
One saw a turt:e do-boats which were finished were left
liceme, deferring as always paying
nished with raised French gray ornawautation, put up
Then there were two.
on band and rather than carry them
their licenses until compelled to in
until spring Cate. Ilennen decided to
in a fancy white lined ease, exactly as above illustratiou.
Desomtier. while the city has bur
Two little. nature faker,
Vertu a fleeteand go boll th with them
mowed money from time to time te
Usually sold for $7.50, this week
What will now be done?
In the fleet Is a houree or living
meet current obligations.
One heard a leopard lautte
boat, several gasoline yachts, a numThen there was one.
ber of skiffs and one speed is'•
AGED WoMAN EARNS 8300 IN
bu.lt for racing purpeseg .
12 YEARS TO MA' HELL. Hennen expects to stop at a numb.,
One little nature fake.
if points along the route and takeToki a tale of stun.
I'mll Dead,"
She Says. "My hunting and fishing trips. The boat,
He saw an ostrich swimutiiiiiecti Will Say It's My %Osier
Then there was none.
will be disposed of on the lower :Mt,
Calling Theni.''
-Me'ropolitan Sleeaziee.
eiseippl, and Capt. Ifennen will return by rail. Mr. Charies C. Mc321 Broadway
Waterloo, la_ Dec. 19.--A
pa- Adams. a well known engineer of
sMASHED ALL RECORDS.
thetic orrident in connection with this city, accompanied Caet. Hearten
the purchase of the big church bell on the trip.
Torpedo Rost Destroyer Tartar Makes
eitEcated on Sunday by the German
111=1111111111111Mir
Speed of 37,037 Knots.
Eniatrael Lutheran's came to light toFell Over Crows-Cut Saw.
day when it became known that the
Southampton, Der. Is. The turHickman, Ky., Dec. 19.-Ethel
donor of the bell was an aged wonian
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Goheen. bine torpedo boat destree et- Tartac
of the Rev: Wolfram's flock, now Goheen,
the eleven year-old daugh- broke all records in. fast steaming tn
Open rcenkl until 9 o'clock.
pate 7oa years of age. who had saved
euffered a painful and serious in- the final trialaftoday, attaining a
her scanty earnings for a dozen
jure at their home below town. She speed of 37.037 knots. She also esIt is a great doe/ cheaper to place annual subacriptams te sevyears Lenin the had $300 with ehkb
had started to the woodpile, and tabliebed a new record for six hours
eral magazines at. the tame time and order them all together from
to pier.haee the hell.
,ut hing sery fast, did not see the t ;Ian, covering 233 miles in that time
oubscrese to them
..
us. than it is to buy the same megazinee einette .or
She •, ••iltivated a patch of strawsroaseut saw lying across the trep of and maintaining the enprecolented
Combination club offers are now made by which subseparately.
k.-i item colliery, %Stich. as re- terries and worked many a day
REL.ITI% Es OF it. I. HUItST
two four-foot blocks in time to %top, speed of 35,3E3 knots,
scribers to several magalines an se. ure bargains prices, sometimes
IN THIS cITY .11tE WANTED.. Ii'.s;ate.1. will ultimately cost the. scorching sun to gather the fruit. but ran into
the saw, the sharp teeth
getting three or four maazines for the price of one or two. SubIn her greeirninary trials two weeks
the Wading Coal and Iron comptin She also picked gooseberries, and the
cutting acros the right eyeball and ago the Tartar hrokelaR records for
scriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may b'
s'ls..I this tow n- $.7; eloto, 111 order 4o taa all the on- money that she realized from
.Z!
the narrowly missed the left eye. cutting
her c:ass by steaming 39,952 knots
gin with any month. Let us know what mtgasines you are takng at pii!e,- he adquarters trim the" d‘-el) ing veins 'in the Shenandoah val te.ale of theeo berries went 'toward the he brow and eyelid. It vas at first
against the tide. During two hours'
:ng now or what magazines you want tortake0ext year,.and we will
ben
I
fund. Sunday last- eaw the frui:iianaver ccl
Posta; Telegraph ,
thought the giel,t was destroyed, but test on that oreasion she maintained
Quote the combination 'price, allowing saying to be effected.
The men have discovered a num- tion of her hopes. The $34.
unipan
r,,,L,t
-10 bell 'she was brought to town where merita speed of 34.7 knees. _The-contract
tug if B. I. Hurst has relatives In ber of ptoing veins so far, and great was hung in the loft of the cbureb -oil aid was at once had. and she will
carer for 33 knots.
SAMPLE BARGAINS.
Patine ah. Imill'7-11,s b., the police! wee thee- surprise today when they at Walnut and Vine streets. Not un- probablY be able to see a little with
Cosmopolitan
..$1.00
McClure's Magazine $1.50
dh..over.(t the famous leykena valley til then did her relatio_o learn of
leile 1 to find :moot. in the <-•.
that eye, but the Injury Is both painSan Jose, Oat. Dec. IS.-Distrier
or American
Home Magazine .. ..1.00
has rolativet' vein for the first time north of the the plan she bad carried out.
eante of thirst, a
ful and serious. A fcw days gefcre Attorney James 3. Sex and Attorata
When arsked why she had been so
Reader Magazine.... 3.00
th, le. Tlw teiegiani reel net
any Hood mountaih. and In this section
....1.00
Success .. • .
this her nine-year-old sister, Bertha. A. II. Gorman, of the defeese. each
/
•
Metrop9litan
Ole cri 1.'0)0 feet.
It is fifteen steadfast in her purieose she replied fell on an ax. cutting a gash the.
0.
I.•,1
called the other a liar and threw
American
or
"When I was saving all Oleo.
or World Today
e.
,
'eugth of the thole in her arm. mak- books and inketands at each other's
$3.00
;.ears ;he one. thought was upperOr
ing a painful wound.
Iti.ftlsi 01 Ell Kit
head today during a trial. A missile'
011. ‘SIN.
row; In my mind that when I am
Companion
$2.30
for
All
Ni, Mistake.
hurled by Sex missed as mark and
•
gone Lrom this earth and that belt
All for $3.00, Half Price
Weekly Inter Ocean
struck an aged spectator, Zachariab
('an't Bury Dog In Cave Hill.
1./011'• "Ve- said the girl eho makes rings forth Sunday morning my
Thick and
It Ii. 15
Magazine
...$3.00
Reader
and Fernier ....Stein
Tucker
the
head.
on
Frankfort,
Tucker
Ky.,
19.-The
fell InDec.
keet Uncles- Bernd Mountain,
, eoliections. "it is one of the best au- children will say: 'That he mother
Rev.ew of Reviews ..3.00
McCall's Magasine .. .50
ate of Henry Herne vs. Alice Rid! sensible and it is announeed Hose his
tographs j.have in my collection."
PennsyRitnia.
calling us to church and we must
(with pattern)
or Outing
!le, etc.. from I.oulsville, was re- skull Is fractured and he may not
"But are you sure it is genuine?"
or Ainsiee'a
Home
Magazine.... 1.00
recover.
The
versed.
comba
The
ltante
suit
were
was
for
a
mandaarSh•-nahdoith. Pa.---Th e' Portland
"Positive; I cut it from a telegram
--or Smart St
!Moe Contracting- company is driving , that his wife rece ved from him."- EXPLAINS TALK OF PRESIDENT. tory injunetion to compel the Cave rested.
$C.00
$2.50
Hill Cemetery company to remove a
'err : f!•, tt
Teller
log buriedein the lot .bslonging to
Both for $3.00, Half Price
SPLIT.
BRITTLE.
All for $1.25, Half Price
DULL
HAIR.
Omaha \frivol. Serpi Them Was No
Home Magazine ....$1.00
W. G. Hansborough. In a twentyDeeigeer.. ..
..$0.50
‘Ii.utitleretnieding of Nleanitig.
;wo page opinion by Judge Barker. All come reom Dandruff, Which Is
McClure's,
..1.50
(with ash ions)
the court hold that the dog must be
Caused by is Germ.
or Cosmopolitan
Omaha, pee. lo_afaeor James
Cosmopolites
.. 1.00
C. removed, as other lot owners have
or American
Split
hair,
hard
hair,
lusterless
Reader Magazine ..• 3.00
Dahlman gave to the Aseoclated
rights that, cannot be denied, and hair, brittle hair. Palling halo all
or Success
Press a statement regarding his inthat. does cannot be buried in the owe their origin to dandruff. whirl,
$2.50
$4.50
terv:ow with. President Roosevelt
cemetery,
is caused by a measly little mikrobe
Both for $1-05
All for $2.60
etre the mayor wan attending the
that burrows Into the scalp, throwmeeting in Washingtmolast week of
Mayfield, Ky., Dec. 19.--Mr. Sant ing up the cutiele into dandruff
the national Democratic committee
flomplete Subscription Catal ogue, witiLbeauticul Harrison Fisher
ilohnes, of the Thompeon's shop settlee and sapping the vitality of the
Mayor Dahlman says the president
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Free delivery to any Lord Kelvin
First Cable in Atlantic,

Where the
Door Opens
Constantly

NO LYNCHING 1N

RHfUMATISM
CURE

KENTUCKY AT ALL

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST W.V.- TO

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISYANCE TELEPHONE

11

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

AGES RESTAURANT

PERFECHON
Oil Heater

Lamp

HENRY IIIANIMEN,

$600,,000.00

-

-

Foreman Bros. Electric Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
$15,00 Craft for You

Cut Flowers

NEW STATE HOTEL

•

R. L. McMurtrie

fl,o016T5

Ky;

LARK'S

i

MOND'
GLOBES

Mattresses

WILL CURE IT

$2.70

For

Show Window
And Christmas Tree
Decorations

Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Preparation's for

$1.00

hff oily Livery Company

Use miniature electric lights. We have
them for sale or for rent.

KILL

The Paducah 41111 & Power Co.I

part of the city.
Both phones 756.

Glasgow. Dec. 1S.--Lord Kelvin, e
notesi scientist, is dead, aged 83. He,
was one of the molt noted tneeetiRetors in the domains of heat, electricity and magnetism. He invented
a nuorber-of 'Instruments used in nave
gation mitt deep Sea exploktion
Hook a prominent part in the laying
of the fleet submarine cable in the
Atlantic.

i

S.11. WINSTEAD
Ilrugglat
eventit and droaditay.

COUCH

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

FOR CQUC
HS
u1.1)8

en,INV.03.
Tom Bottle Fres

AND ALL TYROATAND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED BATISFAG'TOR
=2.
8ffinmai
11
OR MONZLZ

, For information, apply to
City Ticket Offipe, Fifth an
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket C
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union

,
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?AGE EIGHT

Racket Store

COMMERCIAL CLUB
ON IMMIGRATION

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10.

kli EVENING SUN

THE PAM

and eneetrragelllent of the citizens of 4111111111E111•11111111111F
McCracken count).

The club is in receipt of a letter
from Mr. W. H. Keller, of InrISsei
elie of the directors of the Na'
Rivers anti Harbors congress. s
recently met in the city of Waist
ton, stating that on some near futu
EVER1 I lit SCAM', TIE AND BOA IN THE HOUSE GREATLY Receives Inquiry From Europe day he will visit Paducsh in the interest of ttie.deep waterwa)s, when
REDUCED IN PRICE IN ORDER TO CLOSE OUT THE ENTIRE FUR
concerning This Sectio*
he hopes to be able to imprees on the
people the necessity of using
inSTOCK BEFORE CHRISTMAS.
fluence In both houses of congress
NOTHING al.tliES
MORE DESIRABLE GIFT FOR MOTHER
the passagt of what is known as the
' Plan Big 114e-ring With Railroad Men
deep waterwaes 1 s11:. Mr. Keller is
SISTER. WIFE OR SWEETHEART, AND IIF:RE IS A SAVING THAT
and 1.:•pect Visit From Iron
one of the most
prominent and
Men From North.
No ()NE CAN .trie01{11 TO IGNORE.
wealthy citizens of the stare of ladiana, a fine -talker and a gifted conFLAT ISABELLA FOX, IONG SCAM. Fitoal 1017.50 %ND
versationalist, and when he visith the
TO $11.00.
DEEP
WATERWAYS
PRIME(T city we are quite sure he will meet
with a warm reception: at the hands
alarm
IsARELLA FOX Bort FROM $15.00 TO
of our people.
Is 1BELLA FOX Rot FROM 1114.00 TO
14 9..541
The secretary of the club has sent
The secretary of the Commercial a strong letter
to all the representa1s1RELIA FoX BoA. FROM $12.00 TO
7.50
club is in receipt of a letter from the tives of the 'state in. belth houses of
Is %BELLA FOX BOA FROM $8.34) To
5.75 firm of prominent
bankers in Chi- congress urging them to support the
MELIA FOX BOA FROM $7.50 TO
a 5.4r0 cago desiring information as to Parivers and harbors bill and to see
BROWN HARE BOA FROM $5.00 TO
a 3.2.3 ducah. its facilities rn the handling of sod use their best efforts In the apBROWN FOX 110.1 FROM $13.imi TO
3.00 traffic, the pr:ce of labor usually paid. portionment of the improvement of
the cost of coal for steam making the 0106 river with the resolutioul
BROWN CONEY 110.1 FROM $5.110 TO .
3.25
a
purposes, the taxing rates or whether adopted at Wheeling, 5%'. Va., ce
884IWN
110.1 FAD ts1 St I.50. TO
'2.75 factories are exempted for a number
November 14, which was secered 1.
Ellom 014.25
CoNEY
Maar
2.85 of years, the banking facilities of the the Paducah delegation from tii
ItItoWN CoNEY S41RF FR4)11 543.11/4 To)
2.50 city, with a view of locating a large city: that preference be given th
CoNEY FL %I' SCARF FROM a3.9x
MOM
2.140 iron manufacturing plant, employing Ohio river between E)ansvIlle 1. 200 to 300 men. with s pay roll of Cairo -be included. In the bill.
ItitoW N 44)NF:1 SCARF FRAkm $12.9)4 To
1.75
beevieen $12,000 and $15,00,0 per Importance of deep waterways
lt111)WN OPOSSUM St ARF Fltoal =014 TO
1.75 month.
making of -Paducah the head of
BROWN CONEY SCARF FROM $2.101 TO
EOM
The projectors of the enterprise water navigation cannot be ove:,
BROWN CONEY 54C.11tV Eitoal 122.25 To
111 1.50 state that they are anxious to visit mated, for as stated last week at th
Paducah soon after the holiday to meeting of the Commercial ele
ONLY ONE. TWO AND THREE PIES'ES OF A STYLE.
take the matter up with otfr eitizene. Mr. Burns. of St. Louis. that
The secretary of the club has given Paducah has secured
the 1:
them the desired information ani he stage from 'the mouth of the Ten...
expects these gentlemen to visit the see to the gulf, it will then be the
vay some time in the early parteof
71E4-sive Point for the great systeni
333 Broadway.
January.
raiiroads now looking for south ere
ott
t
lets.
The cab Is also in receipt of other
Inquiries in regard to location of fats
These are Iroare of the matters that
terries as seen as tbe money strin- are now -before the members and offi407 BROADWAY
gency has been relieved.
cers of therelub and it Is hovel and
.
expected that with the teeg,rinint; of
Inquiry from Europe.
11,renster: worthy seeretary. alley
There has also been received a the new year a more generous sup a tow ot
%%ill brit% place, the purchaser being a man
psi' se welt ; worth) treasurer, MI.
• -comniunicatien from Europe asking port will tie given anti a mure liberal
named 3. R. atouff, who repreeenta
,1 to
r,
conductor. Mrs.
bakk a loaded tow
interest
of
Pacitizens
by
the
taken
the price and options on farming
The price is
Jim Duffy airived from the the hew syndicate.
The
a.:Am.;ate eonductor,
club.
in
the
ducah
the
affairs
of
lands, what kind of crops are railed,
Tenessee with e tow of ties for the elated to be $1,5(J().000. In addition
aura unicated.)
chaplain. I. O. the nature
of the public schools an I
to the boats, the company own,. val
Ay -Lord Tie company.
M's .1. 51'. TroutELECTING .%Nli INST.ALLING OF. %%.in fact general information for Ste
wareThe steamer Bald Eagle has made *table wharf privileges and
! as S lam
Ad ah
FitERS Isolt NEW 1 E %IL
benefit of "migration. It being the
her lent trip for thls 8,43,F01), She houses along the river front St. Paul
;
ii,
H
Malbcr Martha.
the parties interested to
purpose
:eft St. Louis today to go in winter to St. Louis.
E-flicr, Sirs. Kelemigrate to this country in the
qearters with the rest of the Eagle
1ren nee)es
months of March. April and Ma.,
Liebe fleet In the Duck's Nest.
Union Encatni •tit
Clutir• and
Official Forecasts.
with a view of locating either e
The Kentucky is due tomorrow
Ele.tersi Star
tiolk
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
RITE IS CONFISC.tTORY.
Kentucky or some point In the south
morning from the Tennessee.
den I 'rte...
Vernon, will condi:lac rising during
The secretary•has furnished thee.'
The Bottorff got away yesterday the next three days. At Paducah and
River Stager,.
l'acitio• Railroad l't•orpany people with the necessary informoCairo
15f 1.1 rise for Nashville. She will return Mon- Cairo, will continue (-liana during the
Take. for 'frains--Revisatiori,
Son. and has also received opetons Chattanooga
0.3 fall day morning and will make on!)- one next several days.
Colon Encampment No. 170. I. O.
on severe: pieee,, of land in. the coun- Cineinnati .
The Tennessee at, Florence and
25.1 1.6 fall trip next week, leaving Monday noon
Topeka, Kas., Dec. 18.- The revo- ty for their benefit
0. F.. el cted the following offkere
Evansville
15.0 2.8 rise for Nashville instead of going to Riverton, no material change Airing
for the new year lardt night: Chief cation of the Kansas charter of the
Through the efforts of the Com- Florence
5.0 0.11 st'a Clarksville.
the next 36 hours. At Johnsonville,
patriarch, W. S. O'Brien; senior war- Missouri Pacific railroad is th, put- Mercial club Kentucky, and especlaily Johusoroville
The Hopkins was in and out for will continue rising during the next
7.8 0.0 fed
den, J. 0. Keebler: junior warden. dose of court proceedings of the state Paducah, is becoming well known
0.4 rise Evansville last evening. She is due 12 hours and then come to a stand.
9.7Iule
Thomas Goodman: hi„at priest, E. T. boar% of railroad comtnissianers or- throughout the Austrian
The Mississipla from Chester to
8.0 7.7 fa1:1 again tomorrow night.
and Ger- Mt. Carrnel
Price; scribe. C. G. Kelly: treasurer. de'red by the attorney for the board man empire and with a little coThe towboat Margaret arrived Cairo. will t1splowiy during the next
10.1 0.0 'st'd
Nashville
J. C. 'Martin.
'nstitute. This act-on is taken be- operation on the part of some of our Pittsburg
6.4 0.3 fa:. from the Tennessee with a tow of 36 hours.Tboee elected w:11 be installed Wed ( suite the Missouri PacIlle withdrew large land owners. there will be no St Laois
The Wabash fi4 Mt. Carmel, sill
5.1 0.1 rise ties.
Iaiy passenger trains from the ser- trouble to Induce immigration, to Mt. Vernon-missing.
neaday night, January 1.
begin falling this fternoort or
River stage, 11.6, a rise of 1.1.
vice on eight branchta. The railroad McCracken county.
Paducah
11.6 1.1 rise
The Dick Fowler, llo)al and Cow- night.
iEscontinued the train,. in questton on
Club Meeting.
3.8 0.0 st'd ling are all doing good' passenger
Burnsides
Hope commandery of the Golder
:be allegvf kin that the 2-cent fare Is
It is the ourpese of the club to Carthage
, 4.8 0.4 fah business. They are bringing lots of
After Tobacco Trust.
Cross will meet tonight to eleet offilanifleeatory.
hold a meeting some time during
Chrlstmae shoppers to Paducah.
011ie M. Jamee is after the tobacco
cers.
KSristmas. week at the city hall, to
The Saltillo is dime tonight from
Warren was trust with a sharp stick. He has inThe towboat Lulu
Aid for Normal tr,C110011t.
which the citizens generally pill be St. Louis to go in winter quarters at taken, off the dry docks and the troduced the following bill, which is
Eastern Star.
Washineton, Dec. 19. --Senator Invited. They have some °thaw im- the mouth of the Tennessee.
Chancy Lamb taken on.
nauch in demand- among the tobacco
The sewly el, , '•-i enicers o' the McCreary ls.treel.4ced a bill whith pro i portant matters to he brought
The Castalla will be let off the
before
-- growers of Kentucky:
Order of Eastern Star were instal,ed videt for an appropriation of $600.- the meeting, concerning the pro- ways late this afternoon or tomorrow
Big Packet Deal.
"Be it enacted by the senate and
hist night
with
appropriate cere- 10o to Rid the normal schools of the jective rat:roads towards Padaeal. morning, after having had her hull
Burlington, Ia.. Dec. 10.-The Dia house of representat4ves of the Unitmonies conducted by
Mrs. Lora United States. The bil.1 provides the It is expected that on this occasion ray-aired.
mond Jo Line steamers have been ed States of America in congress a-Johoston. greud worthy matron of escretar) of agriculture shaIil ewer- there will he several prominent railThe T. H. Davis came up from sold or soon will be to a syndicate of sembled, That unstemmed tolpacco
the state. The new (tracers are. 'sin and certify the amount to which road men. from St. Louis and Chicago Jeap-a last night and went back this men
who will improve the present the natural, leaf, or natural lest I
Worthy matron, Mrs, Laura Gideon: 1 ,,ch school will be entitled. The present, who will submit their views morning.
fleet of boats and Incresere the carry- bacoo in the hand twist, which '
worth N aseociate nuttron. Mrs. Geor- sesretary of agriculture is charged and plans to the'citIzens of Paducah
The
towboat ' George
Gardner ing capacity materially. Statement is baeco is not adulterated in any wa
1- 17
1 nSr-' ••
In their efforts to elicit the eupport parsed up the river to Louisville with made that this sale has already taken shall not be subject
any inse, mai

MAKING

THE FUR.. FLY

Special Announcement
•• •

Owing to the unfortunate fire which
occurred last night, we shall be unable to attend our customers properly
until. Saturday. The water poured
into o u r store room a n d thus
damaged a large portion of our stock,
but we have telegraphed for more
goods and when they arrive we shall
announce, which will be worth waiting for. Watch for the announcement! Wait for the sale!

POLLOCK,The Jeweler

Purcell & Thompson

1;

LODGES

a

Open Until 9 O'clock

Managing a bushiest: nowadays
without the help if want advertiaing
is-too hard work.
No man 1.ves who does not gat
some new life every day.

Business for Sale
Ile. old established
bastmeet of the William. Bicycle
Co. is to be sold to dharibute
the estate of the late Robert
R. Williams.
This firm has enjoyed the
best trade In the city for the
past eleven y-ears.
A good
live man wah small capital
here is your opportunity t1
zet in line for 1908 trade
Fair particulars call le•ta,sa
7 anti
p .m., at store, 120MS North Fifth street, next
to Kentucky theater.
J. .1. WILLIAMS. Agt.

Great Friday Bargains

0I1OMY

Tonight and every night until Christmas.
Music by our regular Band
evenings from 7 to 9 o'clock.

revenue tax or charge of any kind
whatsoever; and it shall be lawful
for any parson to buy and sell such
unstemmed tobacco In the naturel
leaf, or stemmed tobacco in the natural leaf, or natural leaf tobacco in
the hand twist, which said tobacco is
not aatulterated, without the payment
of any tax whatever. That all laws
and parts of taws In conflict herewitll
are (hereby repealed."

7c Calicoes at 5 1-2c a yard.
75c Zephyr Shawls at 49c.
25c Zephyr Shawls at 19c.
$25 Near Seal Coat for $15.00.

Department Store
N"rtli Third Stns.*. Just Off licroachsay,

WONDERFUL FRIDAY BARGAINS----44th FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE TOMORROW
Christmas is coming by leaps and bounds, only four more buying days remain.
Don't delay, come
tomorrow, Friday, and Avoid the rush, incident to Saturday, Monday and Tuesday's shopping.
A perfect
•
•
•
climax of bargains awaits your coming tomorrow.
Great Cut Price Sale of Cloaks,
Suits, Furs, Skirts and Silk Willett
for (lariat taut,.
$25 Careen' Coats cut to s12.r.o.
Elegant Coats reduced to $9, $10
anti $11 each.
Splendid Coate reduced to $3.96,
$4.95, $5.50. $6.50 ahd $7.50.
Children's Coats for all ages are
here. Excellent qualities for $1.95,
$1.60. $3. $3.50, $3.95, $4.50, $4.75
and $1.0.0•
Vi'ornen'St.Cont Suits for Christmas
gifts down to $3.95. $5 and $7.541
each.
Elegant Coat Suits at 910, $12.50,
816 anal $18 mob.
Furs for Chriatmas gifts priced
away under value, 50e. 75c. 9Re.
$1.25, $1.5al. $1.75, $2.0.1. $2.50,
$4.-ors $ 1.
$
1“),
341, VI.", $6.50. $6.7 -0. and $7.50
Len'tt Silk Wallas for Chrbanuot
Gift..
I $1,95, $223. $2.75, $3.00,
$3.541, $3.75. $4.00 and $4.75

Beautiful White lawn Wabas for
Christ 00000s (lifts,
701 1'

77•c,

Handkerrlilefit
Embroidered
Christmas Gifts,

96c. $1.26, $1.50
77.

r•

and $1.75.51'

Wm./401kb Skirts Make Side/1SM Christ
s Gifts
Here at $2.541, $,i.s5. $5. $6.75,
$7.541, $8.50, $10. $11 and $12.5,0
each.
Silk anal Wool Shane s1141 Faseitiatort for Christmas Gifts.
The Wool, at 19c, 25c, 49e, 50.0.
75c, $1,./00. $1.25, $1.544 and $2.25.
The Silk et $1.50, $2.25 and $n.
worth $4.
KM Gloeett for Christmas Gifts.
Two clasp Gloves at 15c, 69e. 75c,
85c and 98c.
16 Button $3.50 Gloves for $2.96.
12 Button (aloves for $1.95.
10 Button Glevee for $1.50.
Silk Umbrellas for Christmas Girta.
At $1.50, $2, $2.50, *3, $3.$0,
is; is, $7,140 and
each.

ss.va

for

At Sc, 1.0c, 15c, 25c, 35c,' 50c and
each.

Teddy Bears for Christmas Gifts.
At ?tic, $1.25, $1.50. and $2 each.
Ladies' and Children's Supporters
for Chrietntas Gifts.
At lac, 25c and Sec a pair.

Neckwear for Christmas Gifts.
At 11/c. Lie. 25c, 35c and 54te each.
Belts for Chi-bantam Gifts.
At Sc. Inc, 15e, 25c. 50c, 75c, $1
and $1.50.

Jersey Golf Gloves and Mittens for
(itristmas Gift..

Leather Purees for Christmae
At 25c, 5,0c, 75c. $1, $1.2,5, $1.50
and $2.50 each.

Mea's Silk MuMere for Christmas

Dreteter Scarfs, Table Covere, Center
Fleece.. Etc., for Christmas
At 39e, 48-c, 65c, 8.5c, 98c, $1 25,
$1.-50. $1.7.5, $1.88. $2.25, $2.47.
$2.75 and $2.98.
Sofa Pillow Tope for Chrletmas Gifts.
At 25c. SOc and $1.50 each.
Ladies Back Combs and (' b Sets.
At 25c., 6.0c, 75c, $1 and $1.59.
laundry Bags for Christmas (Ohs.
Al 49c each.

Xt 110c, 15c. 19c, 23e, 35c, 50c and
Gilt. a pair.
(lifts.
At 2'5c, 50.c. 75c and al each.
Metes Glove* for Christmas Gifts.
At 26c, 39c. 49c, 75e, 89c, 98c,
$1J23, $1.44 and $1.98.
Suit tauten for Chelettirstfeetillfte.
At $1. $2.4 8. $2.98 itettri
1 a

$4.9s

.

Trunks for Christmas Gifts.
At $2.50, $11. $1.5e, $3.95,.14
ft 75, 35, $6. $6.50. $7. $7.50, $8 2,,S,
$9.35. $9.85. $10 and $10.64a.

Men's and Boys* Suite and Overcoats for Christmas Gifts,
Fine Suits, Overcoats. Trousers
Suspenders, Ties. Hats, Caps, Shirts,
Hosiery and Underwear are reduced
to the lowest price poseibfe for this
sale. No place like Harbour's to
buy men's Old, boys' apparel at truly
money saving prices.

Holiday

Slipper%

and Shoe*
Christmas Gifts.

for

Men's black, tan and gray House
Slippers 9.0c, $1, $1.25, $1.35 and
$1.50 a pair. Special for tk\is sale.
Women's Felt and Kid Slippers in
all colors and attractive styles at $1.
$1.25 and $1:50 a pair, in great asaortments. Inspection of the stock
will convince you of their real merit.
AM of our Shoes carry epecial holiday prires for this sale.
Men's Rubbers 67k, Thc, S5c and
9ite a pair.
Women's Rubbers 1St', 48c, Gne
C5e and 15e a pair.

GROCERY SPECIALS.
Friday and Saturday.
2'.1 lbs. Light Brown Sugar ...
Shredded Cocoanut, per lb. ... 24c
Select Sweet Florida Oranges,
per dozen

"

Good Florida Oranges, per doz. 19
Rusty-coat Apples, per % peck 25e
large Cocoanuts, each
24 lb bag Fancy High Pateat
Flour
7.5c
Irish Potatoes, per peek
19e
Red Onions, per peek
23f,
Raspberries, Gooseberries, Strawberries and Blackberries, per
can

12%c
Fresh Lemons, per dozen
12 Aie
Fano Mixed Candles, per lb
-14(
3 lbs. Mixed Gentles for
36e
tbs. Navy Beans for
.. 24c
(10111 Oil, per gallon .

